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MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: THURSDAY. MARCH 11, 1897.

NO. 45.

SHERIFF’S SALE.

MOTHER’

Saturday, the 27th day ot* March, 1897,
Between the hours <»f l p. m. and 3 ik m. of
said day. the following described.lands and
tenements, situate in Knox county, Ohio,
to-wlt:
Being all that part or parcel of the North
west quarter of section 2l. township S. and
range IS. In said countv and stale, described
as follows: Commencing at the South-east
corner of a 4 acre and i:w'» pole tract, con
veyed by Jacob Smith and wife to Wilson
Dowds, and on the North line of landsowned
formerly by William Arnold in said quarter:
thence runiting along the North line <>f said
Willlam''ArnoId'N lands and the lands(lf b.
J. Porter -ju poles and 9 feet, more or i..SKe to
the North-west corner of lands ow
James Caln in said quarter. Iwing the .
i
premises conveyed by John M. kuukl1*
wife to Nathaniel 'Kinney: thence E**1
along the North line of the said JamwCaln s
lands fl rods and 5 feet, more or le .s. to the
East line of said quarter: thence North along
the East line of said quarter and the grave
yard road XI poles and 12‘A feet, more or less,
to the North-east corner of the tract con
veyed to Wilson Dowds aforesaid: thence In
a South-westerly direction parallel with tht
East alley In the village of Amity anil along
the East line of the tract so conveyed to the
said Wilson Dowds through the center of a
spring £8 pules and 4 feet, more or less, to the
place of beginning, estimated to contain two
acres and ninety rods, more or less.
Appraised at <■’«»>.
Terms of sale Casli.
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS.
Sheriff. Knox County. Ohio.
F. O. Levering. Attorney lor Plaintiff.
Mt. Vernon. Ohio. Feb. 24th. 1997.

KrS

EVERY
DAY.. .
NOW

Eliza M. Hallibaugh. Administratrix.
vs.
Oeo. D. Rinehart et ux.
Knox Common Pleas.
"■>Y virtue of an order of sale issued out
■■ of the Court of Common Pleas of Knox
county, Ohio, and to me directed, I will offer
fi»r sale al the door of the Court House. In
Mt. Vernon, Knox County, on

Saturday, the 27th day or larch, 1S97,
Between the hours of I p. ni. and 3 p. m.. of
said day. the following deserllied lands and
tenements, situate in Knox County, Ohio,
to-wlt:
Situate in the township of Berlin. In
the County of Knox and the State of Ohio,
and being the West halves of lots number 5
and 8 in the 3rd quarter of the tub township
and 13th range U. S. M. District, saving an
excepting a strip, or parcel, on the East side
of said lots along the West line of Him \

Auten's land, l>eing fid rods long and It rod's
wide: said lot containing, except the above
reservation, seventeen and one-half acres,
be the same more or less.
The land hereby meant to lx* descrllied
being the West halves of said lots S and 0.
commencing at the center of a lane running
through the land, sit’d point XI rods West of
Henry Auten's SoCth-west corner: thence
North along the center of said lane so far
that a line running from thence West paral
lei with the township line will make onehalf of the whole quantity of land deeded
by J. W. Potter to George Marple, by deed
dated Octolwr theSOlh. IKtS; reference beln
hereby made to said deed, also to a dee
made by George Marple to John Merrlhen.
for a more perfect description of the same
Appraised at 883B.
Terms of sale: X cash on dav of sale, ** in
one year and H In two years from day of
sale, deferred payments to bear rt per cent
interest payable annually and to be si<urcd
by note and mortgage on premises sold.
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS.
Sheriff. Knox County. Ohio.
L. C. Stii.wkli. anh D. E. Sapp.
Attorneys for Plaintiff.
Mt. Vernon. Ohio. Feb. 24th. 1997.

■
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Saturday, the 27th day or larrh, 1817,
Between the hours of 1 ik m. and 3 pm. of
said day, the following described lands aud
tenements, to-wlt:
Lot number forty-one and the East half of
lot number forty’In Gambier, on Wiggins
street, and bounded as follows: On the
North by Wiggins street: on the East by
Duff street: on the South by Cherry alley,
and on the West by the West half of safd
lot number 40.
Also lot number one (I), as a sub-division
of that portion of an out-lot In the village
of Gammer. In College township. Knox
county. Ohio, owned ov Thomas Penhor
wood. late of Knox county, Ohio, deceased,
THE FACT THAT WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
as shown by a plat and survey made of said,
A COMPLETE LINE OF
grounds in a certain proceeding by Elenor
Penhorwood. executrix of Francis Penhor-wood. deceased, against John Penhorwood
and others. Said lot number one (I) con
tains about one acre.
Also all that part of lot number 4 in said
plat and survey and sub-division, bounded
and described as follows: On the East by
Duff street: on the North by the South line
of said lot No. I: on the South by that por
tion of lot No. 4 sold to Jacob Vohl by said
executrix in said proceedings. Said tract Is
about 12 KV-100 rods long East and West
AND A HANDSOMER LINE OF PIECE CLOTHS
and about 54 feet wide North and South.
Said last two parcels and the said parcel of
HAS NEVER GRACED OUR TABLE8.
land conveyed r>v said executrix to the said
William Durbin, nv deed dated March 17th,
It
’
s
a
settled
fact that we have more than double tne variety of
1892, and recorded in book No. 90, pages 77
and W; reference is here had to the same for
all other tailoring establishments combined can show, conseunentgreater certainty of description, and to the
we cannot fail to please you with something both STYLISH
records of the Probate Court In and for
Knox county.
ty. Ohio, for said proceedings and
— DESIRABLE.
survey of plat
Appraised at tl,500.
L
Terms of sale—Cash .
CJXAH. A DERMODY
JUSTUS D. SMOOTH
Sheriff, Knox County, Ohio.
H. H. and R. M. Greek. Attorneys for
Plaintiff.
Mt. Vernon. Ohio, Feb. 24. 1897.
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pursuance of the order of the Probate
INCourt,
of Knox county. Ohio. I will offer

for sale, at public auctiou. on

Thursday, the 1st day of April. A. D . 1897,

.UMBUS EWALT.
petit of creditors of

'/(V

ENT HOUSES

Assignee's Sale oi Heal Estate.

Third tract. <40.00.
g—One-third cash, one-third
le-third in two years, de
bear 8 per cent. Interest
[ortgage on the preuil-

/ In One Pound
5 PacRaees Only.

BALL^hUE,

o

At 2 o'clock lx m., at the d<»or of the Court
House, the following described real estate,
situate in the county of Knox, and State of
Ohio, to-wlt:
Knurr Tkact - Being situate in the county
and state aforesaid, and being all that part
or parcel of the southwest quarter of sec
tion 18. township 7. range is. Monroe town
ship. and Itounded as follows: Beginning at
a stone in the center of the road, and on the
east line of said quarter section, which
stone is south
degrees, west 39.H1 rods
from the northeast corner of said quarter
section;thence north sS'4 degrees, west 1M.&0
rods to a stone: thence south 4 degrees,
west 3l» 77 rods to a stone; thence south H54
degrees, east liM.fln rods to a stone In the cen
ter of the public road; thence north
de
grees. east 39.77 rods to the place of begin
ning. containing 28 acres.
Swukd Tkact—Being a part of suit-lot
N<». 14 of ortginal lot No. »> in the 1st quarter
of the«th township, in the 13th range. U. S.
M. lands, and bounded^ as follows: Com
mencing at a point in the north line of said
sub-lot No. 14. which is north 87 q degrees,
east 9.47 poles from the northwest corner of
said sub-lot No. 14. according to a plat which
is of record In Vol. C. page2!2. of the Coun
tv Surveyor's records; thence south 3‘* de
grees, west 48.14 poles: thence 87q degrees
east 3.43 poles to the center of the Mt. Ver
non and Wooster State road; thence along
the center of said road north 38*t degrees,
east 3.W poles: thence north 3 degrees, east
41 84 poles to the north line of said sub-lot;
thence on said north line west to the place
of beginning, containing 2.25 acres, more or
hThihd Tract Being a strip reserved as a
rieht of wav, 8 feet wide and 43.ft<rods long,
nif of the south side of the following de
scribed 3-acre tract, to-wlt: Being In the
north division of the 1st quarter of the 8th
township and 13th range, U. S. M. lands, in
Clinton township. Knox county. Ohio, and
»„.ine lot No. in of the sub-division of the
John McGIbbenv land, described as follows:
Beginning at a stone at the northeast cor
ner «>f Clinton township: thence north 87 de
crees west along the line between Clinton
, ml Morris townships 42. si rods to a stone in
the center of the road: thence In the cen,ltl‘
said road south 8 degrees, west
rods to a stone: thence south 87 degrees
’Vr, Il ii rods to a.stone in the east line of
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Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

c Paragon Tea.

FALL
.4 AND WINTER GOODS
In Latest Shades acd Patterns,

Quality all That Could be Desired. '
STYLE AND FI1>CORRECT

At Live and Let Live Prices

A. K. SIPE,
—Merchant

Coffee <

Elegant
5
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Free
C

French, English, Scotchand German

Saturday, the 27th Day of March, 1897,
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SHERIFF’S SALE.

Ernest lzen,
vs.
Francis Sullivan et al.
Knox Common Pleas.
Y virtue of an order of sale issued
out of the Court of Common Pleas
of Knox County. Ohio, and to me directed, 1
will offer for sale at* the door of the Court
House, in Mt. Vernon. Knox County, on

3

MOTHER’S FRIEND

NIXON
&CO.

SHERIFF’8 SALE.

| THE MONEY QUESTION. |

IK

Remember the place.

H. H. Greer, Administrator of Wm. McClel
land,
vs.
William Durbin et al.
Knox Common Pleas.
Y virtue of an alias order of sale Is
sued out of the Court of Common Pleas
of Knox County. Ohio, and to me directed. I
will offer for sale at the door of »
Court
House. In Mt. Vernon, Knox county,»

A MEMBER of the Wave

Mother
’sI
— B

You may drop
our
store and see something new.
NEW DRESS GOODS, both
woolen and wash goods. New
Veilings, new Gloves, new
Laces, new Embroideries,
of the newest patterns
designs We propose to lead
in fashions and quality and at
prices lower than anybody.

SHERIFF’S SALE.

Between the hours of I p. m. and 3 p. m. of
said day, the following described lands and
tenements, situate In Knox county, Ohio,
and in Jefferson township, to-wlt:
Being the south-west quarter of section 20,
in township®, range 10. U. S. M. lands, in
said county and state, excepting alsiut live
acres of said quarter which lies west of the
Mohican river. The part hereby conveyed is
supposed to contain ixi acres, more or fess.
Appraised at 11.328.
Terms of Sale- Cash.
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS.
Sheriff Knox County. Ohio.
K. I. Mendenhall and J. B. Waight. Attor
neys for Plaintiff.
Mt. Vernon. Ohio, Feb. 24th. 1897.

1.
and Means
THE INSECT WORLD.
Committee, the tariff work of which is
Three Hundred Years to Describe the
Tilitcdly
drawing to a close, is reported to have
Unclassified Species.
=4 Perlately said: “There are a thousand and
(Philadelphia Record.]
|X'Olll(l
one interests to be taken care of, and of
WRITTEN FOR THE BANNER BY HON. HUGO I'RETEK.
Prof. Henry S« inner, of the Academy
‘
Hie
course it is not easy to satisfy all con fc
NUMBER III.
of Natural Sciences, in lecturing on
cerned.”
sect collecting recently said that:
The pregnant wordsembody the whole
A book on Central American biology
But there is an object in keeping the then contracts the volume of money
policy of tariff figuring. The Republi
mentions .‘10,114 insect species belonging
can party since it ceased to be the or money of a nation scarce and of creat before the debt is paid it is the most to that locality.
ganized poktical force of the war against ing money out of a material which is heinous crime a government could com
With 2,000,000 insect spet ies in the
disunion has based its struggle for su by nature limited in quantity. The ob mit against the people.”
world and only 200,000 described to
Congressional Committee Report 1896
premacy on a vastly less defensible ject is to compel the many, who are
date—at 5,600 per annum it would take
principle. It once fought for the rights obliged to use money for the exchange —“The cause of the unrest is attribu 310 years to describe the remaining
of table to diminishing money and falling
of the weak and poverty cursed; it of products, services,
million odd; and even then entomology
has 6ince fattened on the spoils debts and taxe«, to borrow not only prices. This is not only oppressive would be comparatively in its infancy,
flS
f°r
war(y withou which it 1ms wrung from them. what little money there is in existence, upon debtors, but it causes stagnation of for classifying is only preparatory to
but also to borrow from the owners of business, reduces production and en
dread, suffering or gloomy fore By pouring this tribute into the
further investigation.
the
money—who also own the “credit,” forces idleness.’’
treasury
of
the
manufacturers
it
has
se

Absolutely Pure.
bodings, to the hour when she
In Central America one small family
Hu me says:—“The policy of the good
Celebrated for iLs great leavening4?
experiences the joy of Motherhood cured a support which has made it so or confidence—their credit and confi
of beetles exceeds in number of species strength
amt healthfulness. Assures the *
food against alum and all forms of adul- e
Its use insures safety to the lives difficult to overthrew, so far reaching dence in lieu of money, but all of it at magistrate government is to keep the the entire mammalia.
teration
common t«> the cheap brands.
a
good
round
rate
of
interest.
The
money
of
the
nation
constantly
increas

of both Mother and Child, and she are its resources.
There are in the United States 110 KOYAL UAKIKC POWDER CO.. NEW YOBK.
Not long since it was announced that transactions of the New York Clearing ing, fur by so doing you keep alive a apiarian societies, eight journals devoted
is found stronger after than before
A boy giving his name as Landes was
confinement—in short, it “makes the party would make its new tariff re House show for an average of forty spirit of enterprise and industry and in to bee culture, fifteen steam factories
Childbirth natural and easy,” as venue-earning in its main object, not years that the average daily clearings crease the stock of labor in which con kept constantly manufacturing mater found lying by the railroad track near
Caledonia with one leg broken in two
so many have said. Don’t be protective except incidentally. But the amounted to $82,100,851, in which only sists all real power and riches. Accord
ials for the 300,000 bee culturists, and places and his head seriously cut. He
persuaded to use anything but same voracious devils of greed and self $.3,784,470 in actual mopey was used. ingly we find that where money is plen
the annual product of honey in the says he fell in trying to alight from a
moving freight train.
ishness which ai-sai, every Ways and Or, to make it plain, it shows that $2H ty everything takes a new phase, the United States is 63,894,186 pounds.
Means Committee have stormed the worth of business was transacted on merchant l*econies more enterprising,
According to the eleventh United
Agents Wanted for Fertilizer.
gates of this one, and all the intima $1 of money—$28 confidence, $1 cash. the manufacturer more diligent, and States census, the annual output of
I
represent
a large Eastern Fertilizing
even
the
farmer
follows
his
plow
with
The
Comptroller
of
Currency
for
1894
tions are that the new McKinley tariff
honey and wax was valued at $7,000,- Co., and want an agent in every town
more
alacrity
and
attention.
”
(pages
19-29),
sent
out
a
request
to
the
will
more
than
vie
with
the
old
one.
It
“ My wife suffered more in ten min
000.
ship in Knox and adjoining counties.
ntes with either of her other two chil is enough that there is to be tariff tinker leading retail grocers, butchers, cloth
W m. H. Crawford, Secretary of the
The present estimated value of bee Give references.
dren than she did altogether with her
iers, furniture dealers, and coal dealers Treasury, 1*20, said:—“All intelligent
E. B. Hukill, Ger Agt.,
last, having previously used four bot ing, and that the thing of shreds and
products is $20,000,000 per annum.
Convergence, Fayette Co.,O
tles of ‘Mother’s Friend.’ It is a patches is to he sewn together by Re desiring of them a statement as to bow writers agree that when money is de The cochineal bug (which supplies
blessing to any one expecting to be publican tailors, to arm most of the much of their business was done with creasing in amount poverty and misery
the coloring matter in carmine) is so
C. E. Ayliff, a well-known Freedom
come a MOTHER," says a customer. manufacturers of the country in every cash and how much with checks or must prevail.”
Henderson Dale, Carmi, Illinois
tiny that 70,000 weigh only one pound. farmer, assigned, naming Dr. C. L.
credit
(
“
confidence
”
system.)
Reports
John
Sherman,
U.
8.
Senate,
Jan.
27,
line with clamorous demands for higher
The female cochineal bug is wingless Sloan as assignee, The exact condition
were received from 2465 out of 3774. 1869:—“Contraction is a far more seri
cannot be learned, but the assets will nor,
Of Druggists at .00, or sent by mail on receipt schedules. This fierce insistence no Re
and there are two hundred females to not cover the liabilities.
of price. Write for book containing testimonials publican committee has ever been able the average shows that 57 per cent of ous affair than the Senators suppose.
one male.
and valuable information for all Mothers, free.
to resist, for with the insistence goes the the retail business is done with credit Our own and other nations have gone
In one year the exports of cochineal
The Bradfleld Regulator Co., Atlaata, 6a.
A Timely Friend.
question of the sinews of war. “There and only 43 per cenL with money or through that operation before. It is not from the Canary Islands amounted to
cash.
to
take
that
voyage
without
the
possible
are a thousand and one interests to be
With perfect propriety may we call
It our Government should increase severest distress. To everyone except a 6,310,000 pounds, valued at $1,000,000.
taken tare of!” "Ihat expresses it all—
that excellent remedy, Salvation Oil,
an epic in a nutsheP. It is of a piece the money circulation 57 per cent, it capitalist it is a period ot loss, danger,
a timely friend. This liniment rapidly
MICROSCOPIC.
with the whole fabric of modern politics would not inflate the money of the lassitude of trade, fall of wages, suspen
cures rheumatism, neuralgia and i>ains,
■I
—to take care of the interests of the ! couctrj', but simply substitute 57 per sion of enterprise, bankruptcy and The Great Skill Displayed By a Bank when other remedies fail. Mr. Jno.
Note Engraver.
political workers and contributors, cent, of legal tender money for that ruin.”
M. Hall, Ashland, Va., writes : “I
[Philadelphia Ledger ]
Samuel Bailey—“No one can deny the
whether they he satraps or satellites, much credit, or “confidence.” Yet there
suffered with rheumatism in the ankle
Probably the most extraordinary
and to turn the people down.—New are some people who go into hysterics if serious effects of the decrease of mon
and the muscles connected therewith.
work ever done by an engraver was ex Salvation Oil at once relieved the sore
you mention an increase of money. ey.”
Yoik Journal.
One of the leading cries in the last
Ixird Overeton: — “Contraction of ecuted in Philadelphia more than fifty ness, reduced the swelling, aud cured
A lamb attempt was made to defend campaign was, “There is plenty of money has produced extensive suffering, years ago by Charles Tappan. He was the pain. No other liniment that I ever
Supreme Court Judge Shiras in the money in the country now; what we derangement of property and injury to a member of the firm of Tappan, Car used did me so much good.*’
penter <fc Co., one of the seven firms
extensive classes of people.”
Sold bv
House last week. Shiras is the Judge want is more confidence.”
What we really want is more money
B. M. Whitney, President of the Uni that originally composed the American Craft & Taugher. East Sfdc Public Square.
who reversed himself bv changing his
opinion on the Income Tax case. His and less confidence. But more of this versity bank of California, said in 1891: Bank Note Company. Upon a circular
A four-year old son of Andrew Ben
opinion at the first trial was that the hereafter. The less money the more “The owners of money do not want area thirteen thirty-seconds of an inch
nett, ol New Boston, was hooked by a
in
diameter
he
engraved
the
Lord
’
s
debt
and
the
more
debt
the
more
in

the volume increased. While it is lim
law was constitutional, but at the sec
ccw, the horn knocking out his front
ond trial, two months later, he changed terest the good people pay. Interest is ited they can control it and the rate of Prayer and Ten Commandments. The teeth and tearing a ragged hole in the
That’s
front and decided it was unconstitution a part of your product or labor that you interest and the value of all labor and words exactly tilled the space. From roof of his mouth.
the plate many prints were taken upon
al.
Congressman Benton McMillen, of give away for no other reason than a property.”
AND
Stands at the Head.
Tennessee, scored Judge Shiras pretty scarcity of money. The more you take
A corner on money is cornering glazed cards, which Mr. Tappan pre
Aug. J. Bogel, the leading d>uggist of
caustically some two weeks ago for such from the producer, the laborer, the everything in a nation. McKinley said sented to his friends. One of these was of Shreveport, La , mje: "Dr. King's New
conduct on the bench of the country’s more millionaires on the one hand in a speech delivered in Congress May shown to a member of the Ledger staff Diicovery is the only thing rhat cures my
by Dr. F. M. Perkins, whose father re- cough, and it is the best seller 1 have.'1
highest court. Congressman Dalzell, of and the more paupers on the other. It 18, 1888:
F. Campbell, merchant of Salford, Ariz ,
Pennsylvania, undertook to defend is all the more dangerous when the
"They are men of independent oeiv<xi it from the artist. The card writes: Or King's New Discovery is all
hat is claimed for it; it never fails, and is a
Judge Shiras, which seems to have money is in the hands of a few persons wealth, with settled and steady incomes, must have been specially made for the sure
cure for Consumption. Coughs and
aroused Mr. McMillen and caused him who can control it and the “confidence’ who want everything cheap but money; purpose, so tine grained is its texture. Colds. I cannot say enough for i;s merits ”
The
printing
was
done
by
a
bank
note
Dr.
King's
New Discovery for Consumption,
to make his arraignment of Shiras more based upon it at pleasure, because they the value of everything clipped but
Coughs and Colds is not an experiment.
printer,
and
the
ink
must
have
been
of
can
contract
the
money
and
inflate
the
coin
—
cheap
labor,
but
dear
money.
”
emphatic than ever. Congressman De
It has been tried for a quarter of a century,
Tho6. Ervingsaid in Congress “Mr. superior quality. The engraving ap and today stands at the head. It never
Armond, of Missouri, also joined Mr. confidence, and between the two they
disappoints. Free trial at Geo. R. Baker <fe
McMillen in the debate and denounced can produce a panic whenever their Speaker, no greater wrong can be in pears to the naked eye like a slight Son's drug store.
1
Shiras in an exceedingly caustic manner. selfish interests demand it. The “dear dicted on a people by a government cloud, or smear, upon the card. It re
than a contraction of the money to quires a glass of short focus and con
Tobacco seeds are so small that a thim
In this arraignment e*f Judge Shiras the peo^g^_can then “adjust accounts.”
siderable magnifying power to see the bleful will furnish plants for an acrejof
facts
should
be
brought
to
light
regard

Roasted by a special
The population ot the world (1896) which their values have been adjusted. writing. The engraved letters are per ground.
ing the employment of a son of the is estimated at 1,255,000,000 souls. An increase of the volume increases
patented process.
Re
Cascarets stimulate liver, kidneys and
Judge’s as an attorney in the case at the There is in existence in the entire world the price of ail commodities and light fectly formed, aud there are no eviden
tains its original flavor
second trial, when the Judge changed gold money of different nations per ens the burdens of taxation, promotes ces of the tool having slipped. There bowels. Never sicken, weaken or gripe.
John McHenry, advance agent for an
his opinion. Somebody greatly inter capita $3 26, silver per capita $3 24, and industry, stimulates exchange*. On are slight indications of lines having
and strength.
ested in the Income Tax case must have fiat paper money $1.97 per capita, the other hand, a contraction of the been ruled upon the plate to secure Uncle Tom’s Cabin company, was ar
at Bluffton for the alleged em
hit upon the ehrewd idea of employing making a total per capita circulation of currency by diminishing the price of perfect alignment. It is almost incon rested
bezzlement of $.‘15 from his employer,
ceivable
that
one
’
s
muscles
and
nerves
land,
labor
and
commodities
spreads
an attorney who had influence at $8.47 (report Director of Mint, 1895,
who lives at Courtland, Ohio, to which
ruin among the masses. It oppresses could be under such control as to pro place he was taken.
court.
pages 40-41.)
duce a work of this kind without blem
Just try a loc. box of CascareL’, the
The annual wealth produced in the debtors by reducing the price of those
finest liver and bowel regulator ever
The Republican city convention of United States, and which must be ex commodities by the sale of which ishes.
made.
Chicago, nominating a candidate for changed, excei ds $5,000,000,000, or money is raised to pay debts. It in
A Point to Remember.
Lew Wcntze’s saloon, the town prison,
mayor, took up the department store $69 50 for each soul (72 millions) in the like manner lays increased burdens on
for the return of Jersey
If you wish to purify your blood you Ira Smith’s barber shop and an i<e
the tax-payere.”
question
for
the
purpose
of
making
a
United
States.
If
the
people
of
the
trade marks.
should take medicine which cures blood house were burned in Hayesville. In
Let me give you a practical illustra
little political capital. It denounced United States have their just share of
diseases- The record of cures by Hood’s surance $1,500.
these stores as “a crying evil” in the the world’s money—namely, $8.47—we tion as how contraction has effected all
At your grocer's.
Sarsaparilla proves that this is the best
Thomas Matheny was placed on trial
destruction of small storekeepers, and have in the United States for 72 millions but the bondholders and bankers.
medicine for the blood ever produced. at Logan, for burning the large coal
We will assume that in 1866 when
as indulging in“grossly underpaid labor.” of people $610,850,000 in money, or one
Hood's Sarsaparilla cures the most stub hoppers at Haydenville in September,
'We believe,” the resolution declares, dollar in money with which to exchange money was plenty a farm was worth
1895. Howard Tignor was indicted
born cases and it is the medicine for with
him and turned State’s evidence.
that the theory of the Republican par $8 50 in products or labor. How many $l*,250; at 6 per cent, income from it it
you to take if your blood is impure.
ty. in favor of protection goes to the ex are scrambling for that dollar? Now, if brought the farmer $1,095. Today this
L. L. J. Koch, of Larue, has been ar
rested for practicing medicine without a
tent that the local business of every this one dollar could be kept constantly same farm is worth only one third of its
Hood’s Pills are the best after-dinner certificate. He was tak en before Judge
neighborhood, so far as possible, should going from hand to hand and was never former value, or about $6,083.33. The
pill; assist digestion, cure headache. 25 Tobias, of Marion, and in dffault of
be transacted in that neighborhood, and hoarded, it might be made to do even income from even this reduced valua
$250 bail to appear in Court was put in
cents.
we favor, as far as may be legally done, the work of the $8 50; but just so soon tion is not 6 per cent, any more, but
(ail.
the wiping out of the present system of as anyone hoarded that dollar it would even if it were his income would be
The State Horticultural Society began
Baker
Stewart,
aged
about
65,
was
in

a two days’ session at New Carlisle.
big department Btores.” With a Lust be all up and a panic would be the re about $3<>5. Or, the farmer has lost on
stantly killed by a B. & 0. passenger
record, such as the Republican party sult. Can you see now how panics are his farm $12,167 and on his annual in train at Cambridge while walking along Friday morning. Prof. W. J. Green, of
the dliio Experimental Station, at
come $730.
has, and entering, as it is now doing, on brought about?
the track.
Wo06ter, Ohio, was the principal
Let us take a factory and we ascertain
a new lease of power, secured by trust
Let me admit, for argument’s sake,
When bilious or costive, eat a Casca- speaker.
money and intimidation, this is cool and that we have our $8.47 per capita, or that its value, as well as its income have ret candy cathartic, cure guaranteed.
ccfcftKimu. \
AWARDED
COMMISSION1
refreshing in the way of political hum our $<'>10,840,000 of the world’s money, shrunk in the same manner. The man 10c. 25c.
bug.
Harrv Ambrose, of Ashland, the son
is it not a fact that the Secretary of the ufacturer has one advantage over the
Treasury has hoarded, as he himself Urmer, he can reduce the wages ot his of John Ambrose, was found hanging by
strap in S. S. Davis’ barn. He was
THE BEST WASH BLUE IN USE.
PANTS
says, over $122,000,000? This then is employees, so that he need not neces cut down and will live.
sarily feel the loss of that $7:i0. The
not in circulation.
Necessary If This PostLogan is to have a public library. With Hood’s Sarsapa
workmen pay it and wonder why their
the American Ball Blue Absolutely
Ts
it
not
a
fact
that
our
National
The City Council confirmed I^ewis rilla, “ Sales Talk,” and
muster Continued in Office.
banks are required by law to retain a wages are being reduced. Now let us Green, J. B. Dollison and Prof. R. E. show that this medi
[Washington gpe. Pittsburg Dispatch ]
is not poisonous or injurious vo health
see how the bondholder fares. In 1860 Rayman as trustees for the library.
cine has enjoyed public confidence and
or fabrics. It is the delight of the laund
The following is undoubtedly a true reserve fund of 25 per cent, to secure
patronage to a greater extent than accord
ress, aids in bleaching and givc-s the bill, as it was written by the editor of their depositors? The bankers tell their his bond was worth on its face $18,250.
Dr. David Little, aged 72 years, one i f
washing a rich and elegant hue. Be
Cost him in greenbacks about 50 cents Logan’s oldest and most prominent ed any other proprietary medicine. This
ware of imitations. Ask your grocer for the the Washington Times, who was private depositors, and even swear to it, that on a dollar or $9,125. His bond is to physicians, died Saturday. Remains is simply because it possesses greater
secretary of Wanamaker when the lat they have hoarded and not in circula
merit and produces greater cures than
day worth more than its face value at were taken to Cincinnati for cremation. any other. It is not what we say, but
American ball Blue
tion $237.250,654.50. I will make no
ter was Postmaster General:
A subscription paper is being circu what Hood’s Sarsaparilla does, that tells
least $1,750, or $20,000. It is true that
and be sure yon get the genuine
“No man in public office ever re mention of what is hoarded in savings
article, whi;h has a red stripe in the
his interest has been reduced from 6 to lated to raise money to employ an at the story. AU advertisements of Hood’s
ceived a greattr number of original let banks, trust and insurance companies; I
torney and have the municipal affairs of
middle of tho package.
41 per cent., but his annual income is Dalton for the past five years investi Sarsaparilla, like Hood’s Sarsaparilla it
ters than John Wanamaker. also he has will make no mention of what is pri
self, are honest. We have never deceived
still $900. He has made by investing gated.
the public, and this with its superlative
received more begging letters from self- vately hoarded in safe deposit vaults, in
his money in bonds instead of farm,
A man who said he was J. W. Weav medicinal merit, is why the people have
appointed Christians, who had heard of old stockings, in pillows, etc., etc.; neith
factory or stores $10,875 on his invest er, of Lakeview, sold Attorney John M. abiding confidence in it, and buy
his philanthropy. The following letter er will I take into consideration what is
ment
and is still without contributing a Hamilton, of Bellefontaine, a note for
is from a Postmaster living in a small daily lost in one way or another, but I
dollar
to the support of the government $250 for $175, which has been declared
town in South Carolina:
will simply deduct the $337,250,654 from
secure
in his possessions, while all others a forgery.
time you need a laxative,
*1 understand that you arc a philan $610,840,000 and ,it leaves us in circula
Miss Mabie Case and E M. Nelson, of
are
on
the high road to pauperism and
thropist, as well as a shrewd business tion on an average about $3.84 per cap
buy a twenty-five cent
Lima, have disappeared, and it is
waiting
for the Sheriff to wind up their thought they have gone to Springfield,
man. I am Postmaster here, and want ita. It is true that a dollar that circu
y package of
affairs.
Ohio, to be married. Her father is after
to be reappointed. I can’t, however, lates five times is equal to five dollars
John Sherman knew in ’69 what he the couple.
fill the place unless you send me a pair circulating but once in the same period
Almost to the exclusion ot all others. Try it
was talking a lout when he said: “Con
George Norse and his wife, who at Prepared only by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell. Mass.
of pants. The pair I have on of time.
traction will injure everyone but the tempted suicide several weeks ago by
have been half-soled so often they
No griping. It cures.
are
ou,>’ I*®8 to
The United States contains 3,000,000 capitalist who has a fixed income.” swallowing a box of face powder, have IlOOUj, S r*«n
Fills with Hood's Sarsaparilla.
can’t be resoled any more.
At druggists.
square miles of territory and France However, Mr. Sherman voted for con left 8pencerville. Their whereabou's
‘In my intervals of leisure (which is only 201,000. The United States is,
are unknown. *
S. R. Fell & Co., Chemists. Cleveland. O.
Bert Stafford, a fugitive from justice
traction, well knowing that it would not
about all the time) I sit in front of the then, fifteen times larger than France.
for the last three years, charged with
injure his friends, no matter what it did
There are too many people with pre having oommitted assault on three little
office on top of a flour barrel, and when Comparing our population we find that
^old at H. M.Green's Drug 8tore
to others.
maturely gray hair, when they might girls living near Ansonia, gave himself
ladies inquire for mail I treat them France has 180 persons to the square
{TO BE CONTIS LED. J
avoid it by applying that reliable and up at Greenville and pleaded guilty, lie
with the utmost deference, retreating mile and the United States but 15, or as
was fined $25 and costs in each case and
effective prepartion, Hall's Hair Re- gladly
backward before them.
12 to 1 in favor of France; or in other
settled.
SHERIFF’S SALE.
The
indictment
against
T.
P.
Wallace,
newer.
‘There is another man here looking words, money circulates in France
In
the
case of J. W. Hill against J. W.
for the place. He don’t know a d— twelve times faster than in the V ‘cd of the Marion Deposit Bank, in which
J. W. Lindley, administrator,
Crawford, as administrator of the estate
vs.
3e
is
charged
with
embezzlement,
has
Anson
McFarland
and
his
brothet-inthing, but he has a good pair of breech States, everything else being equai.
of Chauncey Hill, deceased, the jury at
Lawrence W. Foote.
been made public. Wallace has been law.John Tabourn, both colored, are Marysville returned a verdict for the
Knox Common Pleas.
es,
and
if
you
can
’
t
send
me
a
pair,
you
Now,
it
France
with
her
small
territory
of an order of sale issued out of
in Florida the past two months and will under arrest at West Liberty, charged plaintiff for $3,(159.75 for labor, which
BYthevirtue
Court of Common Pleas of Knox can treat this letter as my resignation, and thickly studded population needs
with burglary, and the police claim they was for ten years’ clerkship in his
return without requisition papers.
County. Ohio, and to me directed. I will offer
have a strong case against them. Mc father’s store at Richwood.
for sale at the door of the Court House, in and give the office to him.’ ”
her share of the world’s money ($8.47)
Mt. Vernon. Knox County, on
Farland is a paroled prisoner, having
we need certainly twelve times more to „
< ...
James Wilkerson and Oliver Tomble.
i / .•
*
Beware of „Ointments
for Catarrh that been sent up about 18 months ago on a
Saturday, the 27th Day of March. 1897,
be
on
an
equal
footing
with
her.
.
.
„
At
Springfield
James
Bundy
was
sen

son, two Manchester farmers, got into a
between the hours of l p. m. and 3 p. m. of
three-years sentence on a like charge.
T
.
,
.
A
Contain
Mercury,
tenced
to
four
years
in
the
penitentiary
said dav. the following described lands and
Let us see what Economists say in
’
diepute over a line fence. Wilkerson
tenements, situate in Knox County. Ohio, to- for highway robbery.
. . .
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as mercury will suiely destroy the sense
He and two regard, .to a contracted
was badly beaten up alout the head
wit:
volume
of
,
„
.
,
;
,
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Bucklen s Arnica Salve.
of smell aud completely derange the
Being the central part of lot No. 31 in the Poles held up and robbed Al Dowdson, m°ne
and face, besides being cut several times
second quarter of townships, range 13. com a wealthy saloonist, of $-‘KX) and a $250
Ths Beit Salve in the world for Cat* about the body with a pocket knife.
Doubleday, in hi. “Monetary Hielorv »*■»!'when entering it through
monly known as the Elliott section, com liamond.
mencing at a stone in the center of the Por
Bruiaes, Sorea, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever His injuries may prove fatal.
of
England,
”
IW.
referring
to
the
pen
,
,
m
ucoua
Such
artrc
ee
tage road, said stone being the North East
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
comer: thence South 24 degrees. East 79 and
James H. Re(d was held up by two
.
except on presennand all Skin Eruptions, and positive
45-HX) rods to a stake: thence South SIS de
iod when England demonetizedj her
sil- should
..
. never be used
.
1 Corns,
ly cures Piles, or ro pay required. It ir men and robbed of a $140 watch at Mar
glees. West 10 rods to a stake; thence South
zio*c\
ut»
t- broke,
v v wages tions
from
reputable physicians, as the
ver
(1816),
says:
“
Banks
.
..
.
1 degrees. East 29 and 40-100rods to a stake;
guaranteed to give satisfaction or money re ion. He held onto one of bis assail
rn
o u e
.u
itMPL j
damage they will do is tenfold to the funded. Price 25 cents per box. For sals ants, who proved to l>e Toni Sullivan,
thence North SSA, degrees. West 31 and 64fell, and before the year 1816 had come
,
., , . r
,
100 rods to a stake: thence North 26H de
23feb-lt
tv Geo. R. Baker A Son s
,to a close
,
•
ubankruptcy,
i
.
• . andj good
y<lU can possibly
derive efrom them,
and the other, said to be “Chily” Pfeiff
grees. West 38 and 8-100 rods to a stake:
panic,
not
*
n
,
thence North 484* degrees. East 14 and 18-100
er, was soon caught. Sullivin was
u
j
j
l
,
Hall
s
Catarrh
Cure,
manufactured
by
rods to a stake: thence North 28 and X de
dissatisfaction had spread throughout .. .
/ <-. rr i j
.
Maurice Lustig, of Fremont, liquor bound over to Court in the sum of $*00.
grees. East 35 rods to a stone in the center
,
.. . ,
r . •
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, 0., contains
the land. \ ast bodies of starving
, . \ ,
.’ ’ „
First size of a dime; next
of the road: thence North 48X degrees. East
dealer,
made assignment to J. Young......
no
mercury,
and
is
taken
internally,
actalong the center of said road 42 and ll-ioo
size of a dollar; then big as
men now - congregated together to jng directly upon the blood and mucous man. Assets and liabilities as yet un
rods to the place of beginning, containing
24 and 23-100 acres, saving and excepting onethe palm of your hand. The
demand a repeal of taxation.
I gurface8 of the system. In buying Hall’s known.
half of acre in the North East comer. 12
end: entire baldness. Stop it.
rods long North and South, and « and twoThe eighth semi-annual convention of
Of
couroe,
England
had
a
standing
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genuthirds rods wide. East and West, sold to
the Tuscarawas Valley Dental A‘sici<John M. Yoakum.
army
and
30on
subdued
the
“
starving
ine.
It
is
taken
internally,
and
made
tion adjourned at 1 o’clock Thursday
Appraise^ at <1.078.
■ ■ ■
Terms of sale—Cash.
people.”
in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney <fc Co., afternoon at Massillon. F. H. Wsldron, Should he in ever)- family
medicine chest and every
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS,
of
Canal
Dover,
was
elected
President;
Abraham
Lincoln
said:
—
“
If
r
gov

Testimoials
free.
Sheriff. Knox Countv. Ohio.
traveller's grip. They are
Cooper & Moork.
ernment contracts a debt with a certain fi^-Sold by Druggists, price 75c per F. D. Davis, of Minerva, Vice President, invaluable when the »tomai-h ™
Attorneys for plaintiff.
It out of order; cure headache, hilioutnetg. and
audC.
F.
Slutter,
of
Alliance,
Secretary
Mt, Vernon,Ohio, Feb. 24th, 1897.
amount of money in circuit lion and
ttle.
aU liver trouble*. Mild aud eC\'ebl, x> cent*.
and Treasurer.
There is no
word so full
______ ____________ of meaning
and about which such tender and
holy recollections cluster as that
of “ Mother ”—she who watched
over our helpless infancy andguid
cd our first tottering step. Yet
the life of every Expectant Moth
er is beset with danger and all ef
fort should be made to avoid it.
so assists nature
in the change tak
ing place that
the Expectant
L
Mother is ena

c. W. McKee,
vs.
Mar)' A. Kunkle et al.
Knux Common Pleas.
of an order of sale issued out of
BYthevirtue
Court of Common Pleas of Knox
county, Ohio, and to me directed. I will offer
for sale at the door of the Court House, In
Mt. Vernon, Knox county, on

$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

Tailor and

Gents’ Furnisher—

124 SOUTH MAIN STREET.

“A FAIR FACE MAY PROVE A FOUL BAR
GAIN.” MARRY A PLAIN GIRL IF SHE USES
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Ayer’s Hair Vigor
Makes Hair Grow
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Hood■’|s
I
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Che banner.

Haxna was swnrn in as Senator Fri
(lay. He will find be has a bigger job
on hand running the Senate than be
baa the Republican party.
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legal business, this week.
Mr. and Mr-. Chas. Mitchell and ann.
Car1, were at G inhi.r S m^av visiting rela
tive-.

ASSIGNEE'S AOTICE.
has been duly appointed
THEandundersigned
quail tied as assignee In trust for

I. S. SPERRY.

the benefit of the creditors of
ARTHUR E. RINEHART.
All persons indebted to said assignor will
--- - I, -------------*
make immediate payment. and creditors
FRANK
The Republican says it baa never in
will present their claims, duly authenticat
MT. LIBERTY.
ed. to the undersigned for allowance.
dulged
in
any
but
political
criticisms
of
March 3d. IWZ.
Editor
Proprietor.
LEWIS B. HOUCK.
GREERSVILLE.
A Business Cliarige—Frank Gilbert
FREDERICKTOWN.
Mr. Bryan. Tbo Republican should l»e
Assignee.
Boses a Valuable llorae—Good Work
L. B. llol’i K and J. W. MiOkhoN.
reconciled—Mr. Bryan holds no malice
Attorneys.
By
the
Orchestra.
Democrats
Io
Nominate
on
March
Home
Talent
to
Play
“
The
Confeder

toward it.
$1.50 PER ANM'M IS ADVANCE.
13th-Mr Charles Nyhart Slightly
ate Spy” Friday and Saturday Eve
S. .1. Campbell has soln a half interest in
his s'ore to Edward Davis, and the same
Injured.
ning- Movements of Visitors.
Will Congressman Kerr heed the
will 1ms known as the ti m of Caomhell «fc
TELEPHONE SO.
NO. 5, MONUMENT SQUARE.
voice ol the Republican patrons of the
F. Ba'y will ntuve to Brink Haven ihia
Mr A M Dice returned 'o his home at l)avi». M". Lil>e tv is full «.f mterpri-e.
Sealed Proposals lor
Ctdar Itapids, Iowa, Saturday morning
Mi-a lhd ie Bostwick of Bloomfield, has
Fredericktown^post office regarding the spring.
iug.
Married, at the residence ofTaj l »r Bhul'z,
TheVV.f. 1. U met at G. A. K. hall on been sp-nding a week with W D. Hawkins
choice for Postmaster, as recently ex March 2, H. F Shultz ami Almira Faiilk- Tnesdav evening.
HOME TELEPHONE CALL NO. »S.
and wif».
The W F. M.S.of the Bap fat cturch.
pressed, cr will he stick to bis an uer, 'Squire William Body officiating. Men
The Mt. L’berty orchestra is progressing w EALED proposals will be received by the I
Deputy State Supervisors of Elections
and buys to the number of about twenty, held its regular meeting at the home of n’cely under the the instruction of Miss
nounced purpose of recommending Mr. tendered them an old lime belling about Mr*. L. P. Wright, Wednesday afternoon.
for Knox county, at the office of said Super
lady who
be
0 ive K bert«on.
visors
in Mt. Vernon. Ohio,
midnight.
MOIST V F» ni « 1110.
Die famous military drama, ‘The Con
Johnson?
Dr. C. R. Fowler, of Columhna, sjmnt
down
and find she
Tha Demoaatic township primary will federate Spy," will be given by home talent Sunday with his sister. Mrs Dr Humbert. I util 12 U'VltKk, U»n. Mendav, March 22,
held at this place, Saturday. March 13, at l.O. O. F. hall on Friday and Saturday
telephone
Frank Gilbert lost a valuable horse last
The Washington correspondent of a he
ISS7,
from 3 to 4 o'clock p. m , for the pu'pose of evenings, March 12 and 13, under the aus week. The team was hitched to a wagon
UR3DAY MORNING..MAR Hl It. 1897
For printing and furnishing for said Super- I
leading Republican paper of Pittsburg nominating a township ticket consisting ol pices of Jacob Young Post, for the benefit thawing wood through the woods when visors
home, just step
13.100 official ballots, unnumbered, for
says the politicians at the capital "are one Tru»tee, Treasurer, and A-sessor and of the relief fund.
oneot them caught his leg in a forked limb township and municipal elections to be held
in and use
phone.
Constables.
Mias Antha Muieson is the guest of her and in struggling to free him elf broke his in said county, for the year 1807.
Aniiount ciiieiils. beginning to discover what they have twoAdimSiizline
Said ballots to be printed on best quality
and 8 W. Hyatt, who sister, Mrs. J. B. Ta'msge.
ask
to
leg
and
had
to
he
shot.
number
2
book
paper,
as
per
form
on
file
at
I
Miss Iva Schauck has been visiting her
long sus[>eeted, that the best positions own a general store at this place, recently
Joshua Harris and w fe enter'ained a said office, and to ne bound in 30 books or ]
buy
anything,
should
made an invoice of their a nek of goods.
giand
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs
G.
A.
Ham

tablets,
according
to
directions
of
Board,
number
of
friends
last
Tuesday
evening.
Marshal.
in the gift of the President were pre
Win Gamble, of Brink Haven, has b en mond.
C. E R >bertson. our popular stock <leale~, and to be delivered to said Board on Fri
you
.niTon Hannkr:- Pleaae announce my empted by Mark Hanna before McKin employed Io leach a three mouth term of
Ben Moree, of Shelby, is visiting relatives is confined to his room with a very lame day. April 2. 1H»7.
is a candidate for < tty Marshal subA bond in double the amount of the bid
school
at
Pleasant
View,
11
milts
west
of
here.
through
t to the decision of the democratic city ley was nominated.” Goto. Is not the
back.
with
two sufficient sureties must accompanv
Mr. Clem Ackerman, of Mansfield, visited
here.
itlon.
each bid. All bids to be endorsed "Election
laborer worthy of his hire?
a handsome piece
GKoltoE BROWN.
8. \V Hyatt will start on his traveling friends in this place Saturday.
Printing” and handed to the Clerk in person
mission in the near future in the Interests
or sent to him bv maJL
Misa l.o lie Siau has reiurned to her home
Dress Goods,
The
Board
wfll
require
a
proof
of
each
of
the
W.
D
Stebbins
Manufacturing
Co
,
of
At the last moment President Mc
at Savannah after a pleasant visit with
S SALE,
precinct balloL
SpringfieldMass.
iriends
here.
Lace,
or Table Linen,
Kinley tilled his cabinet by hauling
The contract to be let to the lowest respon- I
Charles Nyhart. while on his wsv to this
Miss Nora Mapes is the guest of Mansfield
George Adams
sible bidder In the county, the Board reserv
stop
it, and if
Cornelius Bliss, of New York, into the place a week ago last Saturday, was thrown friends.
TO.
ing the right to reject ariv or all bids.
from the horse be was riding. The animal
Ellen S. McFeelev et aL
ABRAHAM T. FULTON,
Mr. Dot Trahem, of Shelby, spent 8utcombination as Secretary of the Interior. took
choose,
ask
the
price.
Knox Common "Pleas.
WM. L. CAREY. Ja .
fr.glit at a log rear the road side. He. ,i«v j,ere
Y virtue of an order of sale Issued out
COLUMBUS EWALT.
Bliss
only
promised
to
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in
the
was
no
seriously
hurt,
but
sustained
some
Mrs.
H.S.
Darling
left
Suudav
for
Col

There
is
in
The Democratic voters of M». Vernon
of the Court of Common Pleas of Knox
SAMUEL H. PETERMAN.
confidence-restoring btieinetg for six slight bruises.
umbus to inspect the spring millinery countv. Ohio, and to me directed. I will offer Deputy State Supervisors of Elections for |
iiid Clinton township will meet at their
that
Oliver Baker and wife were guests of syles and purchase goods
months, and is to leave the cabinet be
for sale at the door of the Court House, in
Knox Countv.
respective voting places on
Attest:—H. ft. Cassil. Clerk.
Miss Vivian Ebersole has returned to Col Mt. Vernon. Knox county, on
fore that time if somebody else can he Wilson Rtce and wife, last Sunday.
you
umbus af er a short visit with her grand
Saturday, .March 13, IM>7,
found to take the jo > otf of his hands.
Satirdav, tbe 10th day of April. 1897.
pareuts, Mr and Mrs J C. Kbereole
or at
prices.
At 7 o'clock p. nt., (standard time) in the
Mr. 8 B Rinehart, of Chicago, is visiting Between the hours of 1 p. m. and 3 p. m. of
MILFORDTON.
SHERIFF’S SALE.
Reliable advices from Washington
ciy und from 2:30 to 4:30 o'clock (standard
said
dav.
the
following
described
lands
and
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Rine
tenements, situate in Knox county. Ohio, totime) in Clinton township for the purpose indicate that Hon. Burgess L. McElroy,
hart.
Charles E. Miles
Miss Maud Sargent, of Columbus, is the wit:
of selecting three delegates front each pre of this city, has a sure thing for the ap Surprise Party for Mrs. Mary Wood
The east half of the northwest quarter of
customers it dif
guest of her cousin. Miss Jennis Cornell.
section
twenty
(20).
in
townshipeight
(8).
and
James Johnson.
cinct who will meet in convention at the pointment of Collector of Internal Rev
ruff—Thomas Smith Suffers Bad
but
Knox Common Pleas,
Mr and Mrs Fred Johnston spent Sun range twelve (12). in said county, of the un
appropriated land.* in the military district
y virtue of an alias order of sale issued out |
Democratic Committee rooms, East Gam
Accident.
day in this pla<-e.
enne of this district. The office pays
subject
to
sale
at
Chillicothe.
Ohio,
contain

the
of
the
Court
of
Common
Pleas
of
Knox
Mr. Roy Melott, of Mt. Vernon, was in ing eighty (H0) acres, more or less. Being countv.Ohio. and to me directed. I will offer ]
bier street,
On Wednesday of last week, a lew of the
the handsome salary of $4,250 per year,
will
rewarded in
the same premises conveyed bv Aaron D. for sale at the door of the Court House. In
Tuesday Evening, .March Id, 1S07,
relatives and neighbors of Mrs. Mary Wood town Monday.
Shortle and others to Reuben C. Lornev. by Mt. Vernon, Knox county, on
At 7 o'clock (standard time) for the purpose and the duties are r.ot very onerous. ruff met at her home and gave her quite a
deed dated March Vth. 1HH3. and recorded in
satisfaction
any
happy surprise, it being her eightj-third
Satnidav, thr 27t)i Hay of Marrh. IS97,
book No. W. pages 332 and 333 in the records
of nominating a full city and township Mr. McElroy’s principal competitor is birthday. A bountiful dinner was served
CENTERBURG.
may
of deeds in and for Knox county, Ohio, ref Between the hoars of 1 p. m. and 3 p. m. of j
ticket. At the primaries it will be a duty to Col. Entrekiu, of Chillicothe. If Cob which was duly appreciated by the guests.
erence to which is here had for greater cer said day. the following described lands and
of description.
tenements to-wit:
Mias Stella Carrot, of f’eofetbnrg, and Organization of an Epworth League tainty
select candidates for Trustee, and Assessors Entrekin behaves himself, Collector Mc
We
Appraised at fl.fluo.
The first tract being in Clinton township,
Terms of Sale:—Qcash. ’•» in one year, hi county of Knox and State of Ohio.
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Silk
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ing hint a job in the service—stamp
An Epworth League was organized by and mortgage on the premises sold: leaving and being the same premises conveyed bv
The entertainment at Sugar Grove church
J. II. B2ANYAN,
leputy at Chillicothe, provided that po
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of
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E
church,
last
recorded at pages 163 and 164 of the deed
sition does not come under the protect given by the Possum aueet school on last week, wilh forty members The following dav of sate.
Chairman.
Friday evening, proved a success and was
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS.
&c., now on
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tng wing of the civil service law.
Sheriff. Knox County. Ohio.
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The Inaugural Address.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio. "March 10. 1Wof said records to the said James Johnson.
Thomas Smith met wilh quite an accident den*; Madge Cook, 8-cond Vice President;
The announcement that Bryan will
The second tract is in Liberty township,
Most of President McKinley’s inaugu
Homer C. Smith, Third Vite President;
Saturday,
while
splitting
wood.
The
az
county of Knox and State of Ohio, and la
is
time
Will Alexander. Fourth Vice President
ral address was a perfunctory and mild- come to Ohio next fall and help the glanced and cut quite a gash in his kite*.
bounded as follows, viz.:
Being part of lot No. 19 in the fourth
On Wednesday evening of last week Tite reg'tlar meeting night was fixed for
for
new
Silkalines,
naonered essay. The first of the few friends of bimetallism in their cam
quarter of the sixth township in the four
Elder Walker commenced a series of meet Tuesday night of each weekteenth range. U- S. M. lands. Beginning at
Janies Kane, of Danville, was here Mon
Cur
ugestions of importance is that Con paign against the gold standard and ings at theSimmona church, but 011 account
the north-west corner of a piece of land
day.
Gregory Henley
once owned bv Samuel Hildreth, in said |
tes enact a law empowering the Presi trusts has alarmed our friends the of the bad roads, it has been discontinued
Charles
Graves,
of
Croton
and
Miss
Lau
1
vs.
a more favorable time iu the future
Liberty township, and running thence south
Jane McKeever et al.
dent to appoint a commission to "take enemy. They are trying to discount his until
seventy poles to a stake: thence west 36*4
.Mrs Jessie Mortlev, of near Centerburg, Murphy, of Centerburg, were united in
Knox Common Pleas.
marriage by Rev. J. W. Hyde last W«d
poles to a stake: thence north 70 poles to the
under early consideration the revision influence by saying that he will enter visited her mother, Mrs. L. R. Poland last nesdav
of an order of sale issued out road: thence east to the place of beginning,
BYofvirtue
the Court of Common Pleas of Knox
16 acres of land, more or less,
of our coinage, hanking and currency the Ohio campaign in the interest of week.
Misa Ruby Church, of Danville, hat l»e-»n county. Ohio, and tome directed, I will offer containing
and being the same premises conveved to | At
50 cents, worth
this or that candidate. But the people
added to the list of Htlliar township teach for sale at the door of the Court House, in Jesse
laws.” The apitointment of such a know Bryan well enough by this time
Davis bv James ftlldreth and wife, by
Mt. Vernon. Knox county, on
era.
deed dated SepL 2d. 1851, and conveyed by At
58 “
commission would be on a par with that not to be taken in by the enemy’s slan
one D. C. Montgomery and his wife to said
BLADENSBURG.
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and be productive of no more good. The campaign anywhere for merely person Two Iuxdles Narrowly Escape Serloua J. The
Council at its last session combined said day. the following described lands and
2d tract at $240.
al reasons, llis motto is "measures not
Injuries - Successful Teachers’ Meet the offices of ilarehai ai.d Smet Cotiituia tenements, to-wit:
$1.00
Money Power would dictate the recom- men.” He is wedded to the doctrine of
Terms of Sale—N cash. *4 in one and H in
Situate in the township of Jefferson, coun two
vears from day of sale: deferred pay
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ing.
ty of Knox, and State of Ohio, being the east ments
jiiendations of any commission I’resi- bimetallism and is fighting for its tri
to bear 6 per cent, interest, payable |
part of lot No. 25 of the 3d quarter, of the annually,
and be secured by notes and
■dent McKinley might appoint, and their umph. The names of the men who' Zack Melick will leave in a few days for
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the
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not
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opinion would l>e discredited by the
and state, and being the southwest part of
go.
2.00
Sheriff. Knox County. Ohio.
material factors in this great contest be you
lot
No.
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quarter,
of
the
9th
town
M isM p.-arl Scott was on the streets on Sat
people right in the beginning. In con tween the people and the money
D. E. Sapp. Attornev for Plaintiff.
ship, and 10th range. U. S. Military lands
urday. This is the first time she lus bent Rev. Long Preaches — Democratic containing
2.50
ML
Vernon.
Ohio,
Feb.
24,
1807.
70
acres
in
both
tracts.
nection with the recommendation for a power. The success of the people's out for six months She ia recovering rapid
Appraised at 1900.
Mass
Convention
Nominates
currency commission President McKin cause is the essential thing.
ly snd will soon take her place in society.
Terms of Sale: Cash.
Township Ticket.
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS,
After the close of the literary at the
At 5.00
ley says he will strive to secure interna
Sheriff. Knox county. Ohio.
Stricker school house last Thursday evening
Rev Long, of Danville, preached at the J. R. Hissem. Attornev for Plaintiff.
tional bimetallism l*y (►rociiring the co
as Mr. layman and two ladies weie going Valley Sunday morning in tlie absence of
Mt. Vernon. Ohio, March 10. 1897.
home in a two-boraa buggy, they met a the Presiding Elder. The Elder filled lb
operation of other countries—an im
man on horseback, on a bridge The two pulpit Sundav evening.
AMUSEMENTS.
possibility, as the one great creditor na
hortes and buggy were crowded off the
Miss Nell Hardin is visiting her sister
bridge and landed in the water. Oue horse Mrs. T H. Heidy.
tion. England, will never agree to it
MARUARZT MATHER AT Till URKATSOUTHKBN- was killed, but fortunately the occupants
Rev. Long aud son took diuner wilh Mr
voluntarily, and will only be forced into
After three months of preparation, Mar escaped with slight injuries
aud Mrs Bradtield, Sunday.
Pleas. Knox Coun
it by the United States taking the initia garet Mather will place before the public for
The Democratic primaries will be held
A free silver mass meeting was held In the Court of Common
ty. Ohio.
C. PENN
next Saturday. March 13, Ire tween the hours Saturday and a township ticket nominated
Sarah Norrick. Plaintiff,
tive independently.
its judgment at the Great Southern Theatre, of three and six o'clock.
vs.
Justice of Peace, David Lau t; Trustee,
lias
on
a
The inaugura1 address contains tht Columbus, Ohio, on Thursday, Friday and
Elizabeth Elliott, et at.. Defendants.
We will wager a quart of confidence and G. Welker; Assessor, James Morrick; Con
The People’* Dry Good* Store.
Petition for Partition.
line
Eister
for
time-worn and familiar doctrine of high Sjtnrday, March 11, 12 and Kith, her great a string of suckers that there will be a sur s ables, Charles Penhorwood and John
ELIZABETH ELLIOTT, residing at Hepprise wedding in our town before April Loots.
* ler. Kansas: Margaret J. Wohlford. re
tariff which Mr. McKinley has uttered production of 8bakespeaie'a "Cymbeline." chases ofi March.
all prices,
siding at Altamont. I1L: Josephine Arm
The Board of Education was obliged to
strong. residing at Hyattville. Kansas: Flor
on all occasions, until he has perhaps "Cj inbeline" ia one of Sliake»i>eare'B
ence M. Bales, resfding at Hepler. Kan
the cellar of the school budding The
NUNDA.
convinced hintself, if nobody eise, that best plays, but has not been produced very drain
sas, will take notice that on the 8th day of
water rose to the furnance and fire could
February. 180ft. Sarah Norrick tiled her pe
the people can be made prosperous by often owing to the great expense entailed not be started.
tition in the Common Pleas Court of Knox
for the scenery and coetumes needed. It is
Tlie
Dealer
Mill
Being;
Overhauled
We
bad
an
exrellent
Teachers'
meeting
county.
Ohio, in case No. 5335, against the
increasing the burdens of the taxes.
a play of human irterest—I here is love and on the 6:h On account ot the wa’er in tlie
above named parties and others, praying for
—Mrs. Edward Grant Suffers
A startling feature of the address
an
order
of partition of the real estate of
hale, joy anil sorrow; in fact, every humau furnaces of the echo 1 house, the Grange
Stroke of Paralysis.
which William Armstrong died seized, and
the portion referring to the depressed emotion ie portnyed as only Shakespeare Hall was occupied Prof. Boggs discussed
being 133 acres of land, more or less, situat
the subject of language and grammar in
Our assistant mail carrier is down with ed in township 8. section 7, range II. U.
—OF—
condition of business aflairs. Mr. Mc can portray them. There is a battle scene manner that elicited the attention of all. It la grippeS. M. lands: also parts of lots No. 16 and
Kinley acknowledges that "the business which will make the constructors of modern was freely discussed by several others. He C. Motz w 11 move to Danville the first of 17 in Jelloway. Knox county. Ohio. All of
said real estate being situate in Brown
war dramas sigh with envy whilst the beau was followed by Prof Cummins, who dis April and star) a jewelry s'ore.
ynditior.s are not the most promising
Knox county, Ohio.
cussed good teaching in a masterly way.
« has. McKowu and family visited rela township.
General Audi
Said parties are required to answer on or
tiful
dances
will
delight
play
goers
whore
and adds (mark this) that "it takes time
It showed that i(ie speaker understood his tives in Danville and Buckeye last week
before the loth day of May. 1897. or Judg
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO . . .
well and had made cornple e prep
Kirby Mathews was overhauling the ment mav be taken against them.
to rt store the prosperity of former interest can he a'oused by grace of form subject
March 11. 1897.
It was ably discussed by other Pealer mill, near jelloway, last we*k.
and movement. Among those who will aration
SARAH
NORRICK.
years.” Contrast this with Ute cam support Miss Mather are E. J. Hanley, Wil teachers present. Prof. Trott then gave a
Mis.’Saul McKown is improving under
Plaintiff.
paign promises of last year, when every liam Redmund, Albert Bruning, William talk on township supervision. It was ably the skillful treatment of Dr. Hom.
L. B. Houck. Attorney for Plaintiff.
Mrs. F. D. Cunningham received word
handled and it is probable that boards of
VCIW LS Uh (1.1 Pl BLIf AllTOd.
stumper and journal and campaign Courtlelgh. Wi.liatu McVay, H. A. Weaver, education know more of their duties and last week that her mother, Mrs. Edward
manager of the Republican party was Joeeph Kilgour, Mre. Thomas Barry, and privileges than ever before. There was an Grant, of near Danville, had a stroke of
Terms
moderate.
P. O. Box 787
SALE.
session held. Prof. Robiuson gave paralysit.
loud in the confident prediction that Florence Wallack. Seats are now 00 sale evening
Iieroy Q. Bunt,
a talk on the Board of Education as a factor
Wilmot Sperrv. Executor,
immediately upon McKinley’s election and may be secured by mail, telegraph or in the school, which opened the eyes of
(Lllen 7. Beach.
vs.
many.
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and
intermediate
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addressed
to
Treasurer,
Great
BRINK
HAVEN.
Joseph Walker et al.
there would be a grand business
teachers furnished music on the organ and
Knox Common Pleas.
Southern
Theatre,
Columbus.
revival all along the line. Recall
Y virture of an atlas order of sale is
guitar. Quite a number ot good recitations
sued out of the Court of Common Pleas
were given and all went home feeling great Entertainment Given by Presbyter
also, the business boom (on paper) that
of
Knox
Ohio, and to me directed. I
STAB COURSE.
ian Church a Success—Quarterly will offer County.
ly benefited.
for sale at the door of the Court
came and'.he column after column of
Thursday evening will witness the con
House, in Mt. Vernon. Knox County, on
Conference Held.
At
(he Times.
machine-made
business-revival dis cluding entertainment of the Star Lecture
Mre. Robert Black is the guest of relatives
Satarday,
the
.»<l
hay
of
April.
IS97,
ANKNEYTOWN.
in
Guertmy
county,
Indiana,
at
this
writ
patches that appeared in the Republican course for this season. The bill to be pre
Between the hours of 1 p. m. and 3 p. m.. of
ing
pnpers narrating the starting up of fac sented consists of the original Swedish
dav. the following described premises
Norman Robeson was in G.eereville, Sat said
School Cl Owen for Winter Term
situate"
in said Knox Countv. Ohio, towit:
Male
quartet,
composed
of
Chas.
A.
Skoog
tories all over the land. When the de
urday,
on
business
Lot
number ten. in the fourth quarter,
ed. Myers’ Narrow Excape—Daugh Mbs Dorma Shrimplin, of Buckej
sixth township, and 12th range.United States
ception became apparent then followed first tenor; George I.aurin, second tenor: A
ter Born to Janies Rack.
Military lands in said Knox County, saving
speut Tuesday with Mrs Mag Henry.
the statement that the promised revival Emil 8koog, Baritone; W. E. McPherson,
The entertainment and supper that was and excepting a small tract of about 2*4
Last Thursday afternoon Mrs. C. Drushel
301 W. Gambier St.
acres out of the north-west corner of said
basso. They are accompanied by Miss entertained about forty of her lady friends given at die Town Hall by the Presbvteria
had been postponed until McKinley
lot. the tract hereby conveyed containing 14
Bertha Webb, violin soloist, and Mies Jen by giving a carpet-rag sewing
church, Friday evening, was well st e tdtd acres, more or less."
Also
all
kinds of Hard and Soft C
' was inaugurated, and at the very mo nie Shoemaker, dramatic impersonator.
Mtse Rena Brown, of Mr. Vernon, visited an-t all report a good time.
Also all that part of lot number eleven in
the fourth quarter, sixth township and
Ait irtiejs Critchfield and Devin, of M
ment of that event McKinley himself This is what the Newark American says: with her parents over Sunday.
twelfth range United States Military lands
The householders of sub-diatri'** r umber Vernon, were seen on our stree’s Friday.
bounded and described as follows: Com
postpones the revival indefinitely. The
"The program was a popular one, and the five, gave their teacher. Mr. E. Walker, a
Qitaneriy conferei ce was held here Sat mencing at the south-east corner <»f said lot
duped have been still more duped.
selections excellently rendered. It is sel surprise dinner last Friday, it beiug the last unlay and Snnd «y by Rev. Smoots, with at a stone with two cherry trees for wit
nesses: thence north 127.56 poles to a stone in
of the term of school.
good attendance.
Only one other feature of the address dom that a quartet of male voices blend so day
A goodly number of young people s|»ent
Sherman Robeson and A A Stann were the center of the road: thence north 72 de
co.,
harmoniously
and
sweetly
as
do
the
Swed
grees west 62 poles and 24 links to a stone In
is worthy of note, and that is the state
last Monday evening at T. D. Brown's, en in Columbus, Smu day, ou business.
the road: thence south 144.56 poles to a stone
Manufacturers of the new Improved
Geo Lodgson movei to Stillwell's Cor in the south line of said lot No. 11: thence
ment that "reforms in the ciyil service ish quartet. Remarkably skillful were they joying a royal good time
Mr. Wm. Rowley is quite sick with pneu ners wbe»e he has rented a farm for a year east to the place of beginning, containing 51
Hot Air Furnace; patented August,
in imitating banjo and guitar accompani
must go on;” and President McKinley
A. A Stann, of Baddow Pass, spent Sun acres 136 perches more or less. William
1896.
ments. 80 artistically and well were all monia.
Walker
late
of
Knox
County.
Ohio,
having
Miss
Millie
Smith,
who
has
been
visiting
day
wilh
Sherm
Robeson.
refers to the fact that as a member of their selections tendered that they were
died seized of said premises’
UNEXCELLED IN POINTS OP
and telatives at Crestline a few weeks,
Joseph Dun ia very ill at this wr ting.
Appraised at $5,865.
Congress lie “voted for and spoke for called before the audience at the end of friends
tet timed home last Thursday
Mrs- A. Clark was the guest of her son,
Terms of sale:—Cash.
OUT.
the present law,” and that he will "at each.-’
T. P. Merrin is sick with pneumonia.
Bert, at this place, Saturday.
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS.
Sheriff. Knox County. Ohio.
Last Friday night, El. Myers, in crossing
C. S. Slarner was seen on our streets Sat
The
Most
Economical
Heeler on
tempt its enforcement.” His efforts in
Jakes L. Leonard.
Owl Creek iu a buggy narrowly escaped urday.
Attornev for Cross Petitioner.
NEWSY ITEMS FROM KENYON.
the
Market.
that direction may he only an “attempt”
being ca|>sized. the stream being very h'gli.
Mount Vernon. Ohio, March 3d. 1W7.
■
O-----------Bom, to Mr. and Mrs- James Rock, on
Call On or addrefik
—probably will lay—but if he really does
EUGENE.
Captain Cusic lectures Before the the 6th 10s’. a daughter.
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uphold the law. he will have the biggest
Mrs.
L.
Burke.who
has
been
visiting
rela

Banning Block,
Kenyon Cadets.
tives in this
vicinity the last month,
kind of a party tight on hand and with
Or S. R. GOTSHALL, Sec..
The Rev. James Trimble, Kenyon, '52, returned to her home at Pioneer, Williams An Electrical Storm —Farmers’ Meet
Harry Swetland
in a year be as cordially hated by hie and Bexley, '53. of Akron, is visiting his county, laat Sunday.
First National Bank Buildii g.
ing at Green Valley School House.
vs.
The Ankceytown school closed last Fri
Anthony White, et ux.
party as Grover Cleveland was despised brother, Mr. Joseph Trimble, and his
March 17.
Knox Common Pleas.
a very successful term having been
Mr. C. M. Phillips, of Newark, «|>ent
by his party after he l>etrayed it to the daughrer, Min Ttimble.is visiting her annt, day,
Y virtue of an order of sale issued out of
taught by Misa El'a Kunkel, of Green Saturday and Sunday with bis parents at
the
Court
of Common Pleas of Knox
enemy.
Valley.
Mrs C. R. Trimble.
countv. Ohio, and to me directed. I will offer
this plac-i.
Mr Elntcr Andrjws, of Garrison. Ky.,
for sale at the door of the Court House, in
Mrs. Rarkdull and her son, Mr. Arthur,
The remainder of the address deals
Mre. Martha Lsthram and daughter, of Mt. Vernon. Knox county, on
Sundaved with Ms friend W. H. I^edy.
in glittering generalities, particular of Toledo, are visiting Miss Barkdull, of
Dr. Stofsr, of Bellville, was in town last lows, are visiting relatives west of the Val
Satanlav. thr Id dm of April. 1S97.
Harcourt Place.
Between the hours of t’p. m. andSp. m. of
Sunday by reason of the illness of his ley.
ly the subject of a foreign policy.
Mr. Howard Mendenhall and cousin. Miss said dav. the following described lands and
mother.
Mr.
E.
8.
Worthington,
of
Cleveland,
was
tenements, situate in Knox county. Ohio,
But really the inaugural address
Messrs. Brubaker and Shira. farm imple Maud Mendenhall. s|>ent Thursday visiting and
in Howard township, to-wit:
the guest of Mr. George 8troater, Bexley,
ment dealers, have opened a branch stote in relatives at Cbestei vtlle.
means nothing. Lei’s wait—then "we 'flg.
Being twenty-three and ninety-eight one
Mr. C. Fox. of Fredericktown, was in the hundredths (23 98-100) acres of land off of
Bellville.
shall sec what we shall fee.” In the
Valley on business last Monday.
the East side of lot number two in quarter
Mrs. Angell and Misses Feiring and Ma
Grannie's Creek was above high water four, and township seven, in range eleven,
meantime don’t he deluded into the be der, of Bucyrus, are visiting Min Angell,
in said Knox county. Ohio: and also the fol
maik
last
Friday.
Tlie
water
Bowed
over
MARTINSBURG.
lowing described real estate situate In How
lief that there is going to he a return of of Harcourt.
the banks in several places.
ard township. Knox county. Ohio, and being
An electrical storm passed over (his place sixty-three acres ol land off of the south
sultstnnlial and lasting prosperity so
Min By ford, of Chicago, was (ha guest of
First of a Series of Ijectnres Deliver last Monday, accompanied by bail and
west part of lot number seven in quarter
long as the Money Power maintains the Mita Haye, of Harcourt.
four, township seven, and range eleven, in
French Pattern
ed Sunday Niglit—Funeral of Sam heavy rain.
Mr. I^o Gauler, ex. '92, of Akron, spent a
said township, county and state: all of the
present scarce money system which the
There
will
be
a
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meeting
at
the
above described premises being a part of
uel Kerns.
few days among his fraternity brothers
Green
Valley
school
house
next
Wednesday
the real estate conveved by Allen Beach.
existence of the single gold standard en
Every tax payer in Sheriff of Knox county. Onio, to Michael
Miss Wilda Dudgeon, who lias been evening. March 17
Mbs Yergin, of Wooster, was the guest of
ables them to do. Iz>ok only for a rift
spending the winter m Martinsburg, re th s and adjoining communities should en Smithlster. by deed dated Dec. 12th. 1872. and
Mi-s Billingsley, of Harcourt.
recorded in book 65. plges :trtrt and 367. rec
lumed to her home in Union Grove, last deavor Io atiend this meeting
in the clouds that will lead to a prosper
of deeds of Knox county. Ohio.
Mr. J. Reifsnider, of Tiffin, spent a few
Mr. B E. Saisbury, of Mt. Vernon, called ords
Appraised at $3,045.
ous future by the free and unlimited days visiting his brother, Mr. C. F. Reif Friday.
The first of a series of lectures for young at this place on busine-is last Monday.
Terms of sale: Cash.
The Green Valley orchestra furnished the
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS.
coinage of both gold and silver at the snider, '97.
people was given at the Presbyteriau
The designs
Sheriff. Knox county. Ohio.
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ners
last
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evening.
Are the prettiest and moat
delivered by Rev. Mr. Denman, bis
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Little, '90, of Zanesville, were the gues's of the Home."
consent of any other nation on earth.
MILLWOOD.
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their fraternity during the past week.
at his home near Martinsburg last
Miss Phifer, Harcourt, '90, of Ixtndou.was died
Thursday, was held in tlie P.esbyteriau Silver Club Organized — Chas. Mitchell
An article signed "A Soldier Who
To be found anywhere.
James A. Kelly.
the guest of Iter friends at Harcourt.
church Saturday, March ft conducted by
vs.
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Knox Common Pleas.
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ship,
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Mr C. Buffington, of Maryland, is visit B the Court of Common Pleas of Knox
turning down of Capt. John Body for during the past week.
over Sunday.
ing iris brother. Wilson.
county. Ohio, and to me directed. I will offer
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Captain Cusic, a retired officer of the
Postmaster at Danville. Mention u
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of
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place
beginning
United
Slates
army,
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an
intonating
made of the fact that Congressman Kerr
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Tuesday, March 9, conducted by Rev. Mr. at their last meeting.
30North Main street New telephone No. 348
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ing
His
subject
was
"Frontier
Life."
with
We will take pi easure in delivering telepraiser-f the old soldiers nnd promised
weie calling on Mr. and Mre. James Smith said day. the following described lands and
phone orders of all
: purchases.
tenements, to-wit:
Sunday evening.
to help them wheneter he Cvuld if he an account of Custer s last fight. He had
UNION GROVE.
many Indian relics.
ll<- entertainment at the school house • Being part of lot No. 9 in the second quar
was elected, (hi the strength of that
ter of township 6. in range 13. U. S. M. lands.
i
ay evening was a success, having In
Mr. Harry U. Hill is recovering from a
Knox conntv. Ohio, bounded as follows:
Dodge of tlie Patrona of Industry taken iu $10, which will be appropriated Commencing
promise Capt. Body became an nj pli- severe attack of the gripait the North East corner of
Organized—Death of Luella Me- j Io a library.
the said lot No. 9: thence North 89 degrees.
cant for the Danville Post mastership,
West 29 and 19-100 rods: thence South 1 and
Mr
and
Mie.
Jno.
Mitchell,
of
Newark,
baran.
and his turning down shows how little
have returned home after spei ding a week 72-100 rods: thence South 80 degrees. West
Suit Against the C., A. & C. R. R
2 and 60-too rods: thence South 39 degrees.
Mi*a Wilda Dndgeon, who has been spend
Mr. Kerr regards his campaign pledges.
West 5 and 68-100 rods: thence South 54 de
Alice Anderson brought suit at Columbus ing the winter in Martinsburg has returned wi»h h:s parents at the Caves
Mr Uriah Wallace is very sick at this grees. West 9 and 71-100 rods: thence North
The article also refers to the fact that this against the C , A A C. railroad company for home.
writing, caused by inhaling suioke from 16*4 degrees. West 16 and 50-100 rods to the
.Mrs. Christine Kiev, who had a cancer burning sumac.
North line of the said lot: thence North 89
is the way the old soldiers are generally <1,000 damages. It appears that November removed
from her face about a year ago, is I Mr. Chas Mitchell has tented iLe Cave degrees. West 157 and 96-100 rods to a corner:
thence 1 degree West 60 and 40-100 rods:
treated by those who are after their 14, 1890, she took passage on a train from again suffering from something similar on propel t v. Succi es to Charles.
thence North 86 and one-half degrees. East
Mr Theodoie Petry and wife ba ve return 33 rods: thence North 1 degree. East 19 and
votes. It does seem that many of the Columbus to Galena. The train got to Ga the side of her neck.
Do
to
Rent or Exchange
propMisses Flora El-y and Ora Dudgeon were ed to Millersburg efter a two weeks' visit 40-100 rods: thence North 86 and one-half delena about 6 o'clock p. m. As the train
old soldiers who stick so close to the stopped she stepped between the laat step of calling on Mr. Spindler, of Howard, last j with his bro'her, John.
rees. East 174 and 40-100 rods: thence North
The Buckeye Company.
East 23 and 70-100 rods to the place
Republican party ought to realize that the car and the end of the platform at the Saturday.
Col. Geo. Gillman has gone to Toledo on ofdegree.
beginning, containing 44 aud 75-100 acres
The Sunday School of this p'ace will
more
or
less.
about the only use that party has for station in getting off the train. She fell meet next Sunday morning for the purpose
Also the following described lot or parcel
■
of land, to-wit: Being part of lot No. 9 in
them is to get into office 011 t heir Votes. between the steps and the station platform. of electing new officers for the comirg year. O ■*ask a trial only.
Miss Waneta 8brimplin, of Danville, is
the second quarter of the 6th township, in
She says her right limb w»» bruised and working for Mre. G. W. Hayes
the 13th range, U. S. M. lands, in Knox
countv.
Ohio.
and
bounded
as
follows:
Com

The Buckeye Company.
TtiEgre.it Democratic victories last lacerated from the foot to the knee and the
Mrs. M. E Biggs went to Martinsburg
mencing 29 and 19-100 poles West of the
are due to biliousness or some form
week in Iowa and New York prove kueecsp badly injured ao that she was for a Saturday to attend the funeral of Samuel j
North East corner of the said lot No. 9 at a
op
of liver trouble. SMITH’S
Kerns, who died very s uddenlv Tbinsdat.
stone: thence West 19 and 80-100 poles to a
that the peoplo liaVe taken the sober long time incapacitated for doing any work
stone: thence North 39 degrees. East 5 and
Mr I^aac Adrian, an aged at d respected
and is still suffering. She holds the com cithnn of this pl*ce. is again suffering fr- nt j
you want
Rent or
prop<8-100 poles to a stone: thence North 30 de
second thought.
grees. East 2 and (to-too poles to a stone:
pany responsible, first, on the ground that a cancer. Thera is but little hopes for his
thence North I and 72-100 poles to the place eity
T
he
B
uckeye
C
ompany
.
recovery.
of beginning, estimated to contain one acre,
Prfsidixt McKiklk-Y has called a the station platform was improperly con*
The
P.
of
I's.
In
this
ne
:
gl«b»rhood
have
more
or
less,
said
premises
being
the
same
>tructed, it being possible for passengers in
conveyed bv John M. Ewalt and Sarah E.
special sesi-ion of Congress for March getting off the cars Io fall between the vara organized and have altout fifty members, j
Ewaltl his wife, on the 5th dav of February.
will meet every Tuesday evening
will, by restoring the proper action
1881. and recorded in volume 76, page IS,
15, to help hint grind out the confidence and platform; second, there was no light ax They
Mrs. Luella McLaren, wife of Janies Mcof the liver, dispel the shadows and
Knox county. Ohio, records for deeds.
ami prosperity.
Appraised at $2,775.
restore brightness to life.
die station to give warning of this danger: L-iran, died at the home of her father, Mr
★
Terms of sale—Cash.
Harvey Earlywine, and wna buried here
25c. per bottle
third, the conductor and brakeman fail-d Monday
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS.
Rev. Woods < ffi. isted. J) If yourr druggist
dni|
doesn’t »ell them, write to
Sheriff. Knox County. Ohio.
The Confidence Man now plies his to give her notice of dangers which might ceased leaves a husband and little baby and
J. F. Smith Ac Co., New York
Cooper A Moore. Attorneys for Plaintiff.
I e encountered by passengers at thei<oin’.J a xiOst of friends to mourn her loss.
Mt. Vernon. Ohio. Feb. 24. 1897.
occupation without nitJeatatiou.
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THE PEOPLE’S ...
DRY GOODS STORE.

BROWNING’S
For one week,

Prlut-

Any

MONDAY, MARCH 8.

may

street
needs to
folks at
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SPECIiL SUE or LICE CURUIIIS.

our ’
I
you
but
chance, in passing
the store, to see
of Silk
Organdie,

’

We will not

SHERIFF’

lemocratic City and Township Convention.

The stock is entirely new, at prices

that will please.

and look at

W. D. BROWNING.

you

no house
the
country
can show
a finer line of goods,
lower

B

Corner Gambier and Main streets.

Our store is often so
full of
is

ficult to move about,
trial of your patience
be
the
of
pur
chase you
make.
are openitig lines
of
Goods
daily.
Dress Goods
Seersuckers, Percales,
Curtains,

vs.

K

the

Now

SHERIFF S SALE.

NOT CM mt i
BUT A REASONABLE REDUCTION ON ALL

of year
rorLace


UNDERWEAR,
g
FANCY SHIRTSJ
And
g

tierres and
tains.
I.ACK CrKTAIXS,
$

At

89

Woolen Hosiery, etc.

I

“

|

At
At 1.25
1.50
At
At
At 3.00

R. C.

Mitchell, Son

g

& Co.,

NO. 11 SOUTH MAIN.

. Easter . .

ADDITIONA£ LOCAL NEWS.

US I c

LEGAL \OT1CE.

s

L.

sale

complete
Music
Solos, Duets,
Quartettes, &c.
of

I

LONDON, CANADA.

No. 6 E. Vine St.
Hunt

CREAM - ALE

& Beach,
< peers,

Farm and Stock Sales

SHERIFF’S

ALL KINDS.
ANY SIZE,

Is brewed from the very best A Ml 1 HALT,
TIIK CHOICIST HOPS, AM) ABSOLITEIA
PIRK SPR1M1 WATER. It is a perfectly

SIGN.

PURE, WHOLESOME,

B

Bill Blllll

Prices Io Suit

MAX MYERS,

NUTRITIOUS and

1

GO TO——.

BOMS it CO. tss ui.

With a very pleasant and most agree
able Hop after taste. It is the

HEALTHIEST AND BEST

nurar mnrc

(The Xe Pins Ultra)

AihI

SHERIFF’S SALE.

B

See How
Much You
Can Get For
Your Honey.

Diamond Dyes

DRINK,

(DELICIOUS

Of all Winter Drinks.

On draught at

The Mt, Vernon Distilling Co.’s,
6 to 12 Vine St,

Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

F. J- D ARCEY. MANAGER

Agents for Mt. Vernon and

adjacent towns.

FINE

MILLINERY

It’s Easy
to Dye

HATS

with

BONNETS,

Diamond
Dyes

U p-to-D a II

SHERIFF’S SALE.

It is a

you want

f

ESTATE.

YOUR

Sell,

erty-

AO C’If tHC4KS UNLESS DE1LXADE.

Blue Fits

No charges for advertising etc. We

Kents and Payments Collected

B

j

ILE....
EANS

Do

to Buy,

Secured.

Exchange ANY

MONEY TO LOAN.

Jlj

It is a decent thing; it is
decent to the taste, is
<©■

DEVER'S

iiliiiniuiii;:

O’

Tonic

For Constipation,as it cures
only one thing. For sale
at Dever’s Drug Store,
where you will also find a

SCRIBNER & CO., Full Line of Patent Medicines

REAL

St

BECEXT PIECE OF NEWS;

New and fresh; also a
FRESH STOCK OF
DRUGS at the LOWEST
PRICES.

Ed

Dever,

26 Public Square, Writ Side. Tel
ephone 263.

OES.
♦ w ♦ ♦ ♦ w. ♦
MeiiV Patent Leather Shoes, $4 aud
for $2.00.

Men’s Tan Shoes, $3 ant, $4, fur $2.00.
Ladies’ Pine Kid Button, $3 and $4 fur
$2.00.
Misses’ Shoes, $1.50, for 75 Cents.

Children’s Shoes, $1, for .’>0 Cents.

♦ w, ♦ ♦ ♦ w. ♦
Come early and get a bargain for cash
before the stock is broken.

SILAS
HARNESS

DO YOU SEE ?
Moat People Don't. There's
something wrong with their
eye*. Objects are indistinct or
teem blurred. Have dull head
aches and nervous trouble
These are symptoms in which
delay means danger. An ex
amination will disclose any de
fects in vision. We make Ex
amination Free. We get the
praise of people for the relief
we have brought them.

OPTICIAN.

MAKE AND REPAIR HAR
NESS CHEAPEJ
Try him a

St-V.

SHOP.

60 feet West of the Postoffice on Vine street, C. W.
Ilger has opened a HARNESS
SHOP, and as he has a very
low rent, can

Than any esta
Mt. Vernon.

FRED A CLOUGH,

PARR.

Life Iusurance Co., has been settle 1 out of
got provoked and the result of the wlin’e
court.
thing was that the fellows who drank the
Visitors Here »ml Elsewhere- Sunbeer had Io pay for it.
Caroline McMahon and Flora B. Grten
Perrysville Farmer Caught by Light
dry IteniH of Goeeip.
against Frank M. Green et al ; (>artition
* e •
ning Rod Sharks.
When a well known married lady of this
Inasmuch as the Bawnkr warned ils II is Trial Post polled Until made as prayed tor and the plaintiffs' claim llliiMtrafed By a FredvrThe P.VN9KR is in receipt «.f a copy of the lu Hie Tho Fninoii** Tax
Rumor* of a Ileparlmeiit
Important Kwiitw in ■•lain Harlan County Democrat, of Republican
of one tenth interest in said estate sustained.
city entered the dining room yesterday
readers some time ago against a gang of
Wcxt Holiday.
irkloivii Yonngvler.
Mlerc
morning she was much surprised to discover
liglitning rod swindlers who were operating
< 'aacM.
Ci’y, Nebtmfca, of Feb. 27th, which con
Vuvarnihlicd tityle.
probate xiws.
that all of tier silverware bad been removed
in this locality, the following from the
tains the niartiuge notice of Mrs. Temper
from the lop of the sideboard Hastily ex
Phebe A. Seitt, adminstator of Lavina
Perrysville correspondence of the Mansfield
ance Butler, relict of Mr. Jack Butler, and
’ Boiled Down for the Dead for many yenrs a resident of this city. The McIImmu Hedge?* Convey Shield may be of interes*: A swindle which Forfeited II is Bond and is Cosner, has filed her inventory and appraise W'lij Capt. George lielly amining the windows she saw that they Operated by t lie Cooper Co.
had not been fastened. On the carpet there
nient, showing a total of $4392 55.
was perpstirated on a farmer living about a
notice in the Democrat is as follow*:
Xow in Jail.
Without Fomulation.
W an Created.
ance Net Abide.
er’** UaMty Perusal.
were also a man's footprints In the yard
L. B. Houck, assignee of A’thur E
mile aud a half south of town tar’.y last
Married, on Tuesday, February 23, 1897,
nt Alma, Neb, Judge Everson officiating.
there were also footprints which leu to the
Rineliart, has filed bis petition to sell land.
spring has just been told for tbe first time.
W. W. Walkey. administrator of Sher Bwigkt Cartis Finds an Alarm ( lock gate. Wishing no further proof of robbery, Mr. Fairchild Talks Very Pointedly
Burglars Break Loose ami Operate at Mrs. Temperance Butler of this city, and Nancy McClelland Wins ller Suit for It is the lightning rod game with a new Two Will* Filed In Probate Court
Mr. Geo. L. Burridire, of Waco, Texas.
Works Well in Giving Hint an Hour’s she informed an officer of tbe theft. He
and Emphatically States that a Per
the Residences or S. T. Vannatta and
—Jail Iitiprovetnents Iudetlnitely man Baker, has filed his first aud dual ac
The groom, Mr. Burridge, is a stranger in
Dower; the B. k 0. R. R. Loses Its feature added to scare the virlitn. One day
count.
two strangers drove to this man's home and
More
Sleep—How a Theatrical Mana went at once and examined tbe footprint*,
son Interested in Such a Store Could
Postponed
by
Commissioners
—
Cora
Wm. l’arrett, in South Vernon, anil this community, but is a gentleman of
Appeal
in
the
Robinson
Case;
Clem.
pleasant address, and has made many
Lee V. Pipes, administrator of Geo. M.
asked him to let them ( ut up the rotis on
ger Was Worked, and a bike Trick and producing a two-foot rule he measured
Have No Connection With the
F. L. Fairchild, on East Gambler friends during his short stay among us
E. Agey Asks that the Ties That
Berry Has to Pay Judgment and Ail his house and bxrn as an advertisement for
them. Tbe bluecoat then told the lady that
Pipes, has filed his inventory and appraise*
He
comes
with
excellent
recommendations
Turned
in Mt. Vernon.
Cooper Establishment.
Bind
be
Severed.
Street.
the
Costs
—
Circuit
Court
Decisions.
there
had
been
two
thieves
concerned
in
the
ment, showings total of <973.10
them in that neighborhood. They asked
and is an old ti - e acquaintance of the
robbery, as he had found two different di
bride. Mr. Burridge formerly resided at
Inventory and appraisement of the estate
only s pittance for the rods and offered to
Lockport, N. Y , but for the past two years
mensions. Having nothing but tire size of
sign a contract and leave it in his posieesi«»n.
Tuesday af ervioin a niruor to the effect
— Ke.ail price: Butter, 16; eggs, 10.
Tbe case of the State against Marion of Samuel Finley liaa been filed by 8. B.
Though
Capt.
Kelley,
of
tbe
Vance
h»s b en c mnected with the American Cot
The March term of the Circuit court w rs
ton Company of Waco, Texas. The gentle concluded last Saturday, on which day the I'he victim finally assented and thee »ntract Buckmaster for stealing $8,500 from Jesse Potter, executor. The total assets a:e Cadets, succeeded in keeping the story from the burglars'feet the policeman promised that a large department store was soon to he
— Read the Buckeye Company’s ad.
was drawn and proved sati.-factory to him. McGugin, which was set for hearing in $839 56.
will remain a short time in the com
becoming generally public, it has leaked out that he would find the thieves. As soon as sq’iip|>ed and oj-ened in connection with the
— City propelty bought, sold or rented. man
munity, albr which he will return to Waoo, decisions were handed down in the cases It w~a signed by all parties and then one of Common Pleas Conrt Monday morning
Mary E. Arnold, widow of James E. in certain quarters. He frequentl}* calls her husband returned ahe told him in an I". A* G Cooper works became current and
Call on or write The BuckeyeCo , Mt. \ <r- Texas, for the season, first visiting his farm that had been submitted during the session.
the swindlers placed it in an envelope on succeeded in attracting a good-s'zed crowd Arnold, has filed her claim of dower.
upon a young lady who has a bright li«tie excited manner of her loss, but, strange to had the effect of (renting consternation
in Chen-kee county, Kansas Mrs. Burridge
The first decision renderel was delivered
non, Ohio.
W. C. Cooper, assignte of P. H. Upde- sister. Upon his first or second visit he was say. her husband placed little faith in her among Ihe business men of the city. The
will not accompany him at p*esent, hat by Judge Adam?, and was in tbe cose which was a two-cant stamp. The envelope and the large Court room wa? comfortably
— The infmt child of Mr. and Mis Ben will vbli Waco during the season.
was sealed and directed to another party filled by the time of opening. Judge Wick graff, has filed his re|>ort of sale of real admittei by the little miss, who wa? much theory*. ‘ Have you looked anywhere for report specified that a gentleman interested
Ames, born on Thursday, died Monday
The bride is well known in the com of James McGinley, guardian ot Melisss and handed to the farmer- After tbe ham was late in arriving owing to washout?, estate.
impressed with the lack of stature of the them?" lit asked. “No,” replied his wife, in the above corporation had purchased a
munity as Mrs. Butler and for several yea a Hedge?, a ainst Jane Shirs. The decision strangers had gone tlie mao became aus
morning.
F.
V.Owen.
ais
gnee
of
Albert
and
8.
D.
and
did
not
get
into
Court
until
after
10
Captain.
Though he is a small man, he is “but I saw the footprints and found the location at the corner of Chestnut and San
hss t eaid id on liar tine farm noithoaet ol
— Judge Frauk 0 Levering will delive? tho city. S.te is u indy of excellent business involved two cates to which tha same par picious that a swiudle was being perpetrated o’clock.
Biwmar, has filed his inventory, showing a brave officer, but the little miss did not windows unfastenel.” Thinking it a good dusky streets, w here it was proposed to erect
an addreis before the Silver (.lub Friday ability mi d of happy dispoili ion and num sons were the parties to both settous. The on him and he finally opsned tl e envelope
Couit Bailiff Davy Tuttle opened Court the total appraisemeat to be $6,330.
comprehend the latter quality. Going into idea to look anyhow, she opened the lower a building suitable for use as a depart
bers among her aiqtiatniances nuny friends main point at Lsue was the m.'ntal capacity to examine the contract more rl sely. Ina and the case against Buckmaster was
John R. Dally, assignee ol Lilburn Ship- another room she astonished her mother by doors of the sideboard and there beheld the ment store, much after the plan of the de
evening.
who wish her years of happinrss As soon of Melissa Hedges to transact business In
— A homing pigem, which w-i- accident as Mr. Burridge closes his business engage one case a deed which she had executed to few days the strangers returned aud had un calhd at the request of Prosecutor Ewing ley, has tiled report of appraisement, show saying, "Minima, Mr. Kelley is such a missing silverware. Although pleased to partment stores of larger cities. There, the
loaded a job lot of rods before the owner of Col. Cooper, one of the counsel f »r defense, ing a total of $1,250.
ments
in the south the couple will take up
ally winged by some sportemao ui iuliabi small mm, that God must have made him find that she was mistaken, thia lady sus rumor alleged, the vast a’tny of employes
their residence on tbe bride's farm north the defendent for a home and lot in North the property raw them. He tiied to cotu- arose and s*a*ed t > the Court that they had
pects her husband of playing a practical of the Cooper works were to he given orders
Abner D. Shuman has been appointed just for fun.”
ing the C , A -A C. shops.
Liberty was attacked on the ground of her pell them to load up their rods aud with
east of the city.
joke.
administrator of Jackson V. Denman, giv
for any supplies they might need, the price
information
that
Buckmaster
was
ill
and
— Comfortable cueap, centrally located
* • *
imbecility.
From the testimony pre draw and in the discussion that followed lie
of the same, of course, to be deducted from
unable to appear in Cour’, and that Hon. ing $3,000 bond, with Z. Zedaker and C. J.
Tha uses of alarm clocks are generally
dwelling house for rent. Call on or write
seated
the
Court
found
that
she
was
not
Miss Addie Arnold delightfully enter
disclosed that he had brokeu the seal of the Wm. M. Koon?, one of the counsel for de Mann as sureties.
their psy.
pretty well understood, though sometimes
THE BEAN SOCIAL
The Buckeye Co., Mt. Vernon. Ohio.
tainer the Monday Club March eighth, at competent to make a deed an.l ordered the enreiopeand examined the contract. The? fense, had gone to the home of Buckmaster
It can easily be imagined that the effect
a variation is heard of. I’wigtit Curtis en
— The Democrats of Monroe*townshp her home on North Main street. The pro instrument of conveyance set aside. In the then charged him with tampering with U at Lexington to investigate the report. Up
joys the novelty* of having the alarm ring Given by Joe Hooker Post Mouday of such a report would not be pleasing to
MARRIAGE LICEXSES.
will hold their primary, March 19th, at 1 gram w.is carried out as usual, Mrs. Ed. other case judgment was enjoined. Thia 8 mail and threatened to prosecute him.
Niglit Was a Successful Affair.
the different busiuess firms of the city, as
on this information the Court continued
an hour before he arises. When asked why
Walter B. George and Bertha M. Jones.
o’clock, sun time, at the township house.
Arnold reading a p«|>«r on ‘The Life and decision overruled the findirg of the Com It is sufficient to say that they scared him the case until 1 o’clock that afternoon.
Joe Hooker Post, CL A. R., gave a bean the patronage of the Cooper employes is
he
did
this,
replied
that
when
he
was
— The infant child of Mr. and Mis Prose Works of Mathew A-nold;”^ Miss mon Pleas Court.
into allowing them to put up the rods and
At the afternoon session after considera
awakened he knew he still had an hour social Monday evening in the r post hail, among the most desirable in the city.
The next cose was disposed of by Judge he and his wife sigued a note for about $30
the proceeds of which went to charity. An
Albert George, residing on North Mulberry Curtis an enteresiiug paper on "‘Arnold's
In order to set at rest all such rumors, the
ble legal sparring by opposing counsel, tbe
to sleep.
DEEDS RECORDED.
admission fee of twenty-five cents was Banner sought Mr. Frank L. Fairchild and
street, dieJ SatU’day and was bulled Sun Poems,” while Mrs. Studlet's subject was Pomerine. In this decision two cases were tj pay for about $20 worth of lightning Court issued a writ of capias aud ordered
Margaret
Cullison
to
Wm
M
Koons,
un

s
a
♦
“Fronde tiie Historian,’’ and was well- bandied together, as they were almost iden rod?. In a few days a Maueneld attorney the Sheriff to procure Buckmaster and divided i of 75 acres in Pleisant, $2,500.
charged to all, no complimentaries being is procured a statement from hint Weduerdav
day in Mound View.
A fool and his money may be soon parted,
treated. Current topics was io the hands tical, and the ltw was applicable to each in appeared at the farmer's home to inquire if bring him into Comt. In order io be imE.
A.
Swartz
to
N
H
Hunter,
lots
53,
54.
— Cant J.G Stevenson, of this city, has
hut not so the average little boy and his sued. By tli is method the Post succeeded in morning. At the same time Mr. C. O.
the controlling p«>int at issue. One case he had signed the note. Of con-se be had
55. 56, 57 and 2 parcels in Buckeye City. $1.
pirtial
in
the
ma
’
ler
tbe
Court
appointed
first pair of pants—pants is permissible gathering in a snug little sum for their Cooper was seen and his statement, corrob
bee a appointed aide-ie-camp on the staff ol of Miis Vance, the subject being “Fads."
Daniel
Paul
and
wife
to
Jesse
Spira,
part
was that of Harvey Mitchell va. The Treas and so a few days later he go. a notice from
Dr.
George
B
Bunn
to
accompiny
the
when speaking of ihe garment worn by charity fund. Each guest was given a sou orative of Mr. Fairchild's statement, was
the Commander in Chief of the G. A. it .
lot
43
in
Centerburg,
$600The Social Science Club met at tbe home urer of Knox* county, and the other was a Mansfield bank to cash up. He did io Sheriff and make an elimination of the
Solomon
Horn
to
Keziah
Fry,
08
acres
with the rank of Colonel.
little hoys A certain Fredericktown lady, venir in the form of a regulation army bean. also secured. When asked as to the truth
of the Misses -Vance, on East Gambier William M. Koons against the same d»- and this ends the old, old story. The man s
The following excellent program was ren of the report, Mr. Fairchild said:
in
Butler,
$3$.
condition of tbe defendant. They went to
— Substitute Mail Carrier J. R. Penrose gtree', Monday evening, and discussed fendaut. The real point on which the
John M. Metzgar to Maggie Melzgar, land who is the mother of a little chap of five dered:
“There is not a word of truth in it and
Lexington at 2.20 that afternoon and imme in Pleasant. $1
years, brought her young hopeful to the city
is engaged temporarily at the postoffice as * India.” Miss Editli Rogers read a most cases hung was the legal right of the name is withheld fur tne preieut.
Prayer............................. Rev. W. J Turner tiie firm would not countenance any such
James M. Dean and wife to B. F. Dean, the other day, for the purpose of rigging Song,
diately repaired to the home of Buckmas
sub-clerk, on account of the sickness of S. interesting pap-.r dealing with “ I be Par- County Board of Equalization toiuc.eaae
“
Tenting
Tonight
”
..............
Audience
Sales By the Sheriff.
ter. There Dr. Bunn nude a thoiough ex 142 acres in Wayne. $1400.
him out in a more masculine mode of ap- Address of Welcjme....... Mayor L. G Hunt move for a moment.”
C. Sapp, the regular Clerk.
see?.” This was followed by a paper on the valua’.ion of real estate at returned by
W. H Dean and wife to B. F. Dean, 103i
“Was there any ground for the rumor,
Saturday,March
27:
two
tractsof
land
con

|«irel
thau he had previously worn. Going Address............................. Wal’e H Phelps
amination
of
the
condition
of
the
accused
acres in Wayne, $1,800.
— The Democratic primaries to nominate ‘The Literature of India,” by Mrs Ewelt. tire D-ceunial Appraiser?. In the Mi'cbell
Song............................. Miss Rowena Fowiar Mr. Fairchild?”
taining
45
acre?,
and
16
acre?,
situated
in
into
a
Main
street
clothing
store,
a
selection
and
found
him
sufieiing
from
a
toothache
J
J.
Dean
and
wife
to
B.
F.
Dean,
1031
a township ticket in Pite township wjll be A brief but interesting discussion fuHowtd case, which Judge Pomerine bandied first,
Address............................. Rev W.C'. Endlv
“There was, perhaps. Some person may
Clinton and Liberty township*, repectivelv, and a nervous condition probably superin acres in Wayne. $1,800.
was finally made, and the mother requested Recitation, “The Abandoned Troon Hoise”
held Wednesday, March 17, from 3 to 5 p. the reading of each ps|>er, and the meeting it appeared that at the dec-nnial appraiieG?n.
ACarter
and
wife
to
Ida
M.
I^wis.
have conceived (lie immense advantage he
appraised,
first
tract
at
$1
890,
second
tract
that
tfte
suit
be
tried
on.
to
sea
that
there
duced
by
the
approaching
trial.
It
was
de

Miss
Julia
Fredrick
lot 30 in James Rogers’ Eastern addition to
in , in the township house.
adj >urreJ to meet March .15 at the seine ment of 1890 certain land of Mitchell’s was at $240; suit of Cnailt-s E. Miles against
was no mistake about the fit. This was Song, “The Army Bean,”.............. Audience wou’d have in opetalii g such a concern
cided that there would be no danger in Mt. Vernon, $1,200.
appraised at about 11,100. and later on it
Address............................Rev. W. J. Turner with our sanction, and, also, the men may
— Joseph Butler, formerly landlord of place.
Jamee Johnson. D. E. Sapp, attorney.
Elmer
E.
Jacobs
and
wife
to
Harry
S.
done,
and the youngster strutted proudly Song
bringing him back to the city an 1 accord
............................. Miss Mabel Mitchell
having been platted and divided into build
the Central Hi.use, in Millersburg, ha*
Bair,
pare
1
in
Clinton.
$1,209.
Saturday, March 27th; 17i acres in Berlin ingly Sheriff Smoots returned with the
before the mirror. Then the mother Kxhibi’ion of Rareand Expensive Paintings. have talked of forming a club and purchas
Justus D. 8moots, Sheriff to Dan.
Miss Ihlen Umbach is visiting relatives ing lots, the County Board of Equalization township: appraised at $535; snit of Eliza prisoner on the evening train and lodged
' leased the St. Jame», end will take posses
“Just Before the Battle”..... Audience ing their supplies in bulk, thereby obtain
Struble, lots 1 and 2 in Boynton and Hills’ thought possibly the material of winch an Song,
put a new valuation on it, based on what
in Ashland.
sion about the first of April.
Address....................... Hon. Wm. M. Koons ing a discount.”
M. Haltenbaugb, administratrix, vs. George him iu jail. The bond of Buckmaster was addition to Mt. Vernon, $380.
other
suit
was
made
would
be
more
service

By Indiana Preacher
“You say you would not allow such a
Mr. Chas. Beers, of Ashland, was in the the lots were sell tig at. of over $7/500, and D. Rinehart and wife. L C. Stilwell at d declared forfeited by tbe Court.
— Democratic voters of Pleasant town
John Boyle to J. E Boyle, undivided 1 able. and asked to have that also tiied on. Sermon........................
Intermission for Beans.
had that valuation er.te ed against the
of lot 428 in Thomas' addition to Mt. Ver But here was where the youugs’er came to Song, “Nightingale,
store to be started. How could you pre
ship will hold a primary on Friday, March city Tuesday.
D. E SapA, attorneys.
Ou
Tuesday
morning
Court
was
again
”
.......................
Quartet
property on the tax duplicate- Mitchell
non, $500
19. from 6 to 8 p. m., in the township ball,
“Home, Sweet Home,”....... Audience vent it?”
Saturday March 2’th; about 24 acres in Opened at the regular hour and the Clerk
Mr 0- M. Arnold returned Friday from brought suit to enjoin . the Treasurer from
N. H. Hunter, and wife to E. A. Swartz, thefroat. He thought a pair of pants on Song,
Benediction....................Rev- C. F. Johnson
** We could not prevent tbe mere starting
for the purpose of nominating a township his winter’s s<>jouru in California.
Berlin township; appraised $107d; suit of proceeded with the reading of the Journal guardian, 1161 acres in Berlin, $4200the
leg
worth
two
on
the
table,
and
he
posi

collecting tbe taxes. Mitchell claimed that
of the store, but uo person interested in
ticket.
tively refused to have them taken off.
Miss Myrtle and Rowena Fowler spent the Selling prite was not the true value; J. W. Lindley, administrator, vs. Ijiwrence of ’he previous day Wliea the item con
our corporation could do so and remain in
BUT TWO PARTIES.
W. Foote. Cooper A Moore, attorneys.
Threats, promises and entreaties were equal
cerning the forfeiture of Buckniaster'a bond
— Democratic voters nf Liberty township Sunday with friends in Mt. Liberty.
also that the Board of Equalization did not
Attend the Primaries.
tbe employ of tbe firm. Without the in
Saturday.
March
27th;
153
acres
in
Jeffer

ly
unavailable.
He
screamed
aud
bowled,
was
read,
a
protest
was
made
by
his
b
ludswill hold a primary on Friday, March 19.
Mr R iy Galleber, of Pittsburg, spent take into account, as required by the stat
Democrats should remember ilia primar fluence of the firm back of it. tbe venture
from 2 to 4 o’clock p. nt , in the election Sunday with his mother and sister in this us, ’he value placed on adjacent land. The son township; appraised at $1326: suit of men, Col. Cooper aud W. M Koons, but the To Be On the Ballot, So Decides the aud laid on the tloor and kicked. Finally
would have no more than an equal advan
Board of Elections.
Ernest Izen vs Francis Sullivan and others; Court remained firm in hi< previous decis
In desperation the mother ordered hia old ies for Saturday, when delegates to nomi tage with other titinB smorg our employes
house, for the purpose of nominating a city.
Circuitcourt sustainrd Mitchell's conten
The following instructions wfre sent out c'othes lied up, and with a grin of nate a city and township ticket will be and would therefore pass beyond the re
E I. Mendenhall and J. B. Weight, attcr- ion, but added that it was not liis intention
township ticket.
of the firm.”
Miss Vivian Ebersole, of Columbus, was tion, and reversed the judgment of the neys.
to require the paymmt of the defaulted to each Township Clerk Friday, by H. H. triumph on his tear-stained face,tbe young chosen. In Clinton township tbe hours sponsibility
— We are in receipt of cop’es of New Or the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles L Stevens, Commou Pleas Court. Iu the Koons case
Mr. C. G. Cooper assented to tbe state
Saturday. March 27; 2 acres and 90 rotis bond, but that he would take the matter of Cassil, Clerk of County Board of Elections. ster followed his mother out of the store
ments
us
mode
by Mr. Fairchild and very
leans papers containing Illuminati d ac Sunday.
the same points as above were involved
in Amity; appraised at $300; suit of C. W. requiring the payment of the coats incurred The most important feature is tbe fact lliat with the air of an infantile conqnerer, his are from 2:3b to 4:30 in the afternoon, and readily and firmly declared his opposition
counts of the Mardi Gras, whiih began
with the additional one that Koons h»d not
in the city at 7 o'clock in the evening. Be to the alleged scheme.
Miss Grace Phifer, of London, was the
McKee vs. Mary A. Kunkle and others- F. by the postponement under consideration. there will be but two parties on the ballot. hands stuck deep into his first pockets.
March 2 Mr O II Cotton, who is travel
received a notice, as required by law, that
If a third or more parties get on it will be
O.
Levering
attorney.
guest
of
Recorder
end
Mrs.
C.
C.
Jackson,
The
prisoner
was
then
ordered
brought
in
sides
choosing the three delegate1, candi
•
•
•
ing in the South, has our thanks for the
the Board tf Equalization proposed to re
by petition:
Harry C. Barton, of the Frederick Warde dates for Assessor and Trustee will he
Sunday.
.
>
Saturday, March 27; lots in Gambier; ap to Court.
same.
view the action of tbe appraieer on his
Enclosed you will find nomination company, related a good story to a Banner
The r«quest for a continuance made by
Mias Sara Myers pleasantly entertained land- In the Koons case the court below praised at $1,500; suit of H. H. Greer, ad*
named in each ward and a committeeman
— The death sentence to be imjiosed ou
the defease was then taken up and allowed blanks: please hand the same to some Re reporter Suu day morning, on a well known
minis
’
rator
of
William
McClelland,
vs
the
D.
D.
double
D.
Pastime
Club
Thurs

wes also reverud.
4
murderers in Ohio now read*: ‘ To cause a
publican and Democrat who will be sure to theatrical manager, of a compiny* of which chosen.
on
the
grounds
that
the
counsel
for
tbe
de

William
Durbin
and
others;
H.H.and
R
day
evening.
Judge Douglass rendered the decision of
current of electricty, of suttlcient intensity
The Democratic Convention, which will
fense were not prepared for trial. The be at the nominations and see that they Mr. Barton was at one time a member.
Mrs A. B. Ingram, of Cblc.igo, is the the conrt in the action ol Nancy McClel M. Greer, attorneys.
to cause death, to pass through your body,
are filled out; caution them about tbe wri One evening the manager was accosted by a be held on the following Tuesday evening
Court
held
that
a
week
’
s
time
would
be
Saturday,
Match
27;
two
tracts
of
44
and
and to continue such application until you guest of her sister Mrs. Wm. Rusecll, of land vs James McElroy, executor of Wal
ting and spelling of the same, as poor pen
ler McClelland. In thia case it was shown 75-100 acres ar.d one acre respectively in salisfacloiy and the case was set fur next manship and bad spelling often causes the railroad man in a little town, who asked in the 8ilver Club rooms, on East Gambier
North Gay stree‘.
shall be dead.”
for two seats for that night's performance.
Monday
morning
at
9
o
’
clock.
Clinton township; appraised at $2775; suit
street, will nominate candidates for Marsh
Col J. M. Armstrong, of the Mansfield that duting tbs life time ©f Walter McClel
— The Ancient O der of Hibernians will
“Who are you?” asked tbe manager.
Buckmaster failed to give b wd and was Board a great deal of trouble.
of James J. Kelly vs Samuel Ewalt and
land
a
contract
bad
been
made
and
signed
celebrate St Patrick's day in this city with Reformatory, spent several days with bis
‘
‘
The
Republican
and
Democratic
parties
‘ I’m Mr. X . of tbe ---- railroad.” he re al, Street Commissioner, Wa'er Works
remanded to jail to await hearing. Ou
by himself an^ the plaintiff, who was his other?; Co >per A Moore, attorneys.
1
an entertainment and banquet in the even family in this city last week.
are
the
only
parties
that
are
entitled
to
plied.
Trustee, two members of Board of Educa
Wednesday
the
bondsmen
paid
the
costs.
Saturday, April 3J; two tracts of land in
ing. in the Knights of Honor hall. A
Capt. and Mrs. George Canning entertain-; second >rtfe, under, the terms of which she Pleasant township, containing 147 acres $55, inenned by tbe postponement of Mon nominate by convention or caucus: any
“Well,” retorted the manager, evincing a tion, Cemetery Trustee, Township Trustee,
W|s,
gt
his
death,
to
receive,
in
lieu
of
speaker will be secured to make an address ed the members of Kokosing Division, U.
other party desiring to place a ticket on the consciousness of great importance, “you
and 55 acres and 136 perches respectively; day.
and the exercises throughout will be of a R., K. of P-, with an elegamt spread Thurs ddwer, a life estate in SO icres of land and appraised at $5,855; suit of Wilmot Sperry,
ballot will be required to do so by petition. railroad people have got eaough out of me, Justice of the Peace, Township Treasurer
in money out of his personal propel ty.
patriotic character.
Blank petitions can be obtained by calling and I don’t propose to give seats to every and two Constables.
day evening.
WILLS OF BEXJAMIX AXD HAXXAU CASTEEL.
8he suwT Iff 1r»va dower set off to her, and «s executor, vs. Jos-ph Walker and others:
Ore Assessor and two Supervisors for
— Prince Ko-ko-bo, better known as
Tom, Dick and Harry that comes along.”
The will of Benjamin Casteel, the village at the office of this Board.
Miss Emms Myers, of Ashland, was here the answer of tbe defendant set up the James L. Leonard, attorney.
"All certificates of nomination must be
‘ Dummy” Hurley, of this city, is perform Tuesday with recorda from the Probate oontract referred to above, and stated fur
“May I inquire your name,” asked the Clinton township will be chosen at llie Sat BEGINNING . . .
Saturday^ April 3d; two tracts of land in blacksmith, late of Bangs, was filed Tues
ing at the midwinter circus of the Pugh Vi- Court of that county for use in the Buck- ther that under tbe will of the decedsrit the Howaid township, containing about 24 day. He bequeaths to his daughter, Emma filed at tbe office of this Board at least fif applicant. It was given him. “Will you urday primariesWEDNESDAY, MARCH 17.
teen days before election.
det'es at Columbus lifts seek. He dots the tnaster trial.
kindly write it on this card, I wish to have
wiJow was to receive $l,000 in cdottey, in acres ant! <j3 acres respectively; appraised at Frances Kemp, all his property, c insisting
Prices
this season are low.
‘
Please
send
me
at
the
earliest
possible
Honolulu war song and dance, concluding
it correct.” This was done also.
Messrs. Grant Phillips, John J. Kelley, stead of $500 as provided by the contract. $3,045; suit of Harry Swetiand v?. Anthony of the home in which he resided in Bangs,
Unclaimed Mail Matter.
moment the names of any of the members
Our
prices
will prove es
his performance in the concert that follows Hal Eggleston, B. E. Sapp and Hon A. J.
When
the
manager
“
counted
up
”
that
a
parcel
of
land
in
Liberty
township
and
his
White;
Cooper
A
Moore,
attorneys.
The reply of the plaintiff claimed that the
Following is tbe list of unclaimed mail
the great show.
Saturday, April 3; lof two tracts of land in interest io the blacksmith shop. Frank P- of the Election Board in your precinct who night the caid was found in the ticket
pecially
interesting
if you
Workman are attending the examinations pmodnt to be received by her under tneevnmatter remaining in tbe Mt. Vernon Poethave been nominated for any office by
— The e’eclion of a Lieutenant Colonel for admission to the bar in Columbia thfb treeb would be unfair to her. Tbe evidence Howard township, containing about 160 Sprague is nominated as executor. The either political party. This request is made taker's box with “pass ten” written above office for the week ending last Monday:
are
thinking
of
using
any
and Major for the Seventeenth regiment, O. week. ,
Hvealed that the realjy was of the value of acres and 5 acres respectively; appraised at will was executed March 2,1891, aud wit in order that we may secure this informa tbe signature.
OU e Bunn, Levi Burger. Miss Eva Bony,
wall
paper
or
floor
cover-_
This
scheme
was
worked
here
in
Mt.
Ver

nessed
by
W.
H.
smith
and
L.
W.
SpeeJMias Louella Clemen’, S. M. Crouch, W. D.
N .G., tdbk place Monday evening. Com
Mr. George Israel, after a' pleasant vaca $7,000 and tbe personXUy over ${*.000 at the $490; suit of Janies W. Davis, guardian of
tion immediately after the nominations are non once upon a time with a slight varia Casteel, Wm. Hyde, N. C. Hook way. Miss
ings- Be sure and come
pany C, the Vance Cadets, <>f this city, cast tion spent with his patent?, Mr and Mrs. timer of the death >>f ITn’Mcdeirkml.1 The Harriet Davis, vj. Jtol»n M. Frizzell and man. Hearing is set for March 18.
made,
even
should
the
certificates
of
nomi

tion. Two men of this city were employes Laura Hall, H. A. Ives, Jim Jones, Warren
At the same time (lie above instrument
in
soon and see the full
their vote as follows: Lieut- Col. H. D. James Israel, of East High site. t. has re Riart held that the question at issue was others: W. L. McElroy, attorney.
Ix>wers, Benjamin Miller, T. P Merrin.Ouy
of the same firm.
Satu'day,;A(>til W; 70 acres in J-ff rson was executed, Hannah Casteel.wife of Ben nation be delayed in reaching us.”
Burcb, 1; Mejor R. M. Davidson. 44; for Ma turned to his duties with the Bell Tele {whether the amount to be paid the plain*
F. Maeer?, Elmer G Malone. Miss Fannie
line.
One morning one of the men entered the McPeck, Mrs. Margaret Reed (2), Mrs. Mant
jor, Capt. W. A. Irvine, pf Newaik, 45.
phone Co., of Toledj.
tiff in lieu of dower was fair, reasonable t>wnahi|; appraised at $900: suit of Gregory jamin Casteel, made her lost will and testa
office of the other and alter the exchange of Welker.
IRVINE GETS AWAY.
and just to Mrs. Md’lellatid. The court Henley vs.,Jare McKeever and others* J. ment. At that time she made disposition
— Commander Philo Norten McGiftin,
Chas- E. Crutchfield,
a few pleasantries the latter was asked how
of the proceeds of an insurance policy for
■wss of tbe opinion thai '• proper distribu R. Hissem, attorney.
the “Hero of Yala,” who shot himself re
Postmaster.
Silver Club Meeting.
Saturday, April 10; lots 13 and 14 in Rob. $3,000 on the life of her hu-iband, which Gives Marshal Bell the Good Bye in he spelled his name. The questioner seemed
tion
under
tbe
law
would
have
given
her
cently and who is remembered in this city,
unable to remember the spelling, though
A short but interesting meeting of the
e*t
Htyp
’
a*
addition
to
Gann;
lot
13
apColumbus.
was
not
then
matured.
She
died
bsfore
the
left word in one of his three wills that he. Silver Club was held Friday evening, at 170 gcies pL liqid and $3,00) in money, Tbe prai ei at $316: 1 >t 14 appraised at $216; suit
Business Chances and Mining.
husband and the policy* was changed in
James Irvine, who was wanted several the name was not a difficult one to write
SHERIFF’S SALE.
“would like to be buried by United States which time tbe newly elected officers were jitourt alslS fill'th'af fli.hr© Vas n» corrsidem of 'he Home Building and Loan Company
$250 purchases 1-10 or $450 1-5 inter
favor of the heirs. Tbe policy was held by months ego for breaking into a box car on and he asked him to write it down. The
it
on
fo
treat
heiqg
>igned
by
plain

sailors.” On his tombstone he wished inducted into office and the announcement
est in an old producer—Silver and Lead
ag'inat Allie B inetti* Watson and others. the Royal Arcanum.
the C.t A. <fc C. tracks in this city, but who latter unhesitatingly complied. In a few
The Home Building and Loan Co.
carved tbe inscription: “A broken and of tbe speaker for the next meeting made. tiff, as She was entitled to all the property D. E. 3a| p a'torney
vs.
Mine—only 2-5 for sale. No mistake—
moments
the
caller
picked
up
the
little
slip
immediately
disappeared
afterwards,
gave
Allie Bonettia Watson et al.
contrite heart, 0 God! Thou wilt not On next Friday evening the Club will be assigned to her in the contract and more
a sure thing to refund investment in 12
Knox Common Pleas.
Saturday, April 10; 80 acres in Pike town
himself up to the authorities in Cincinnati of paper and after retiring to hie own apart*
HE SEVER WAS SOBER
too
at
tbe
UfOe
tha
central^,
.went
into
ef

despise.”
virtue of an order of sale issued out of months.
addressed by Judge Frank O. levering
BY the
Cora E. Agey, through her attorneys, D. last week, and Marshal Bell was notified. ment«, he irrote above the signature:
Court of Common Pleas of Knox
fect. Tbe court found that she was entitled ship; appraised at $1,600; suit of George
$1,000 or more wanted, to develop a
-■ A party of hunters from Newark,head
The Secretary was directed to write to
county. Ohio, and to me directed. I will offer
•
‘
Mr.
---:
Please
let
th«
boys
have
all
He
went
to
Cincinnati
Thursday
night
after
Adams
vs.
Eile-r
S.
McFea'.ey
and
otbeis.
F.
and
J.
D.
Ewing,
has
begun
proceedings
to
full
dower
in
the
property
of
her
late
for
sale
at
the door of the Court House, in gold mine and tunnel site. This prop
the beer they want. I’ll be in this evening
ed by Johuny Moore aid Sid Livingston bimetallic headquarters and secure a consti
D.
ESa;
p,
a't»rney.
the
prisoner,
but
owiug
to
high
waters
and
for
divorce
from
James
C.
Agey.
By
her
erty is surely expected to develop ii.to a
end settle. They have just won a wager Mt. Vernon. Knox county, on
came up Thursday afternoon and under the tution and bylaws and a committee consist husband, and sb cfitlered, thus affirming the
petition she alleges that they were married washouts was unable to return until Satur from me
mine worth over $100,000, so say ex
-------------------- ”
Saturday,
the
10th
day
of
April,
1S97,
guidance of Will Baker were taken to Ed. ing of Columbus Ewalt, John M. fTlocher, judgment of the court below.
SILENT MAJORITY.
March 7, 1881, in this city, and that two day. He reached Columbus Saturday after
The “boys” got the beer: tbe man who between the hours of t p. m. and 3 p. m. of perts.
Judge
Adams
then
took
up
the
case
of
Hill’s farm north of the city, and shown a Frank Harper, 0. C. Chase, and W. A.
Deals must be consummated on or
children, Susie, aged 15 years, and Walter, noon. While waiting in the Union Depot had written his name on that slip of paper said dav. the following described lands and
8XOW.
fox chase. They were driven to the city Wander was appointed to arrange programs John Robinson against the B. A 0. railroad
before March 20.
tenements, to-wit:
azed 8 years, were born of said marriage. for a train to this city he was accosted by
company.
The
plaintiff
had
been
an
em

Situate in the countv of Knox and state of
On Wedneslay Garfield Snow received the
during the early part of the evening by the for future meeting?. A committee consist
Also, will sell a working interest in
She charges the defendant with having been an acquaintance He left tbe prisoner un
Ohio and in the village of Gann (formerly
AhMIMSTKATOR
’
S
NOTICE?
raiu, but maintained that they had er>j >yed ing of John M. Blocher, Columbus Ewalt ploye of the railroad company as a laborer sad intelligence that his mother, Mrs. F :ee an habitual drunkard for three years last guarded a moment while he shook bands
Mt. Holly), being lots numbered 13 and 14 in two other mines.
in the yards at Newark and was engaged
Robert Sapp's addition to said village, as the
Call, see m«ps, assays and full expla
tbe sport.
and Justus I). Smoots was ap|>ointed to with others one day in 1890 in cleaning up man 8no», was not expected to live at her past and that during that lime he failed to with his friend. When he looked again the WTOTICE is hereby given that the under- same are marked and designated on a plat
signed has been appointed and qualified of said addition, recorded on page llu of nations—after that decide if you want
home
in
A
In.
Mr
Siow
immediately
left
solicit
funds
and
secure
chairs,
or
seat?,
for
— A burglar forced an entrance to the res
provide herself and children with those prisoner was gone and all efforts to locate Administrator of the estate of
volume 1 of the plat records of said county. to make a deal.
the coal that had fallen from tbe cars at.d
JANE SOUTH.
idence of William Parrett.in South Vernon. the audience room. It was decided to have between the tracks. In pursuance of his for Ada, but Mrs Snow died on Thursday things necessary to life.
him were fruitless.
Lot No. 13 appraised at $316.
John Cooper.
Ix»t No. 14 appraised at $216.
eveuing.
She
was
63
years
of
age,
and
her
late of Knox County. Ohio, deceased, by the
Friday night, but got nothing of value. He a sign painted with the words “SiHer Club work, it became necessary fbr him to let-off
The Marshal did notanticipate that Irvine Probate
Terms
of
sale
—
S
cash
on
day
<»f
sale,
S
in
Court
of
said
county.
one year. in two years from day of sale,
then went to the residence of Thomas Van Rooms” thereon, to be hung over the Ganr- the brake of a freight car on which the coal death was due to congestion of the liver.
would attempt to escape because he had vol
February *7. I8S>7.
THE d'ABCEY ASSIGNMENT.
deferred payments to bear interest at 6 per HEADACHE,
JOHN S. WHITE,
natta, the ex-Comtni.sioner, where he tried b er street entrance to the club. After list was being tossed. While in this act an en Mrs Snow's maiden name was Gann, and
untarily surrendered to the officers at Cin
cent per annum and to be secured by note
Administrator.
Tbe hearing of the petition of tbe Moer- cinnati, ai4i had repeatedly stated that he
and mortgage on premises sold: leaving it
to force a window. The noise awakened ening to ehort addresses by W. A. Harris gine came around a sharp curve without shew is born neir the village of Brink
optional with the purchaser to pay cash on
POOR SIGHT,
Mr. Vannatta, and when thebuiglar failed and Columbus Ewalt, theciub took adjourn tbe knowledge of RoblnsOn and without Haven in this cranty, where she has al- lein Brewing Company, in Probate Court, wanted to come home and stand trial. He
dav of sale.
LEGAL
AOTICE.
asking
that
the
assignee
of
Frank
J.
D'Arwais
resided
until
about
twelve
years
ago
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS.
to open the window lie went to another and ment for one week.
intimated
that
be
could
tell
a
few
things
in
giving any warning signal, and struck the whan she removed to Ada with her hus ce.v be compelled to state the disposition of
Sheriff, Knox County. Ohio.
AERYDLSAESS,
undersigned has been duly appointed D. E. Sapp. Attorney for Plaintiff.
1 ighting a match, peered in. He saw Mr.
car, which resulted in RobinBon receiving band who accep'ed and has since held the certain assets, was begun Tuesday and con connection with the alleged robbery that THE
and qualified as Assignee in trust for
ML Vernon, Ohio, March 10.1807.
Yaunatta looking out at h'm and hurriedly
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MISCLLAR INEQUALITIES
the benefit of the creditors of
vet y serious injuries. He sued for $1,999, posi'ion i f instmotor of telegraphy in the tinued until Wednesday afternoon.
Arnold’s Opening.
barrassing situation.
departed.
NOAH H. TILTON.
as damages. The defense claimed that normal college tLe:e She is survived by
And
all defects of vision requiring cor
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events
in
Mt.
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All persons indebted to said Assignor w*Ul
— Wm. Mahan, the well known watch
LOCAL GRAIN MARKET.
make immediate payment, and creditors
rection by the use of glasses, suc
EDWARDS SENTENCED.
non is the annual Spring opening at E. O. Robinson waa guilty of contributory negli her husband and five children, Miss Viorepairer and jeweler, was found dead in bed
will present their claims, dulv authenticat
gence in going on the track to. let off the torella Snow,*sf Ada: A.G Snow.of Pauld
Howard Silver Forces Unite.
cessfully treated by specially ground
Arnold's, which is looked forward .to with
ed. to the undersigned for allowance.
‘ China” Edwards, who pleaded guilty to
at the home of his sister, Mrs. Manford
Corrected weekly by the North-West
February 35.1SW.
Tbe free silver forces of Howard have
eager anticipation. This year Mr. Arnold brake. The court found that he was not so ing; G. W. Snow, of Danville; Mrs. R. M. assault and battery some time ago, was
glasses, at
CHAS.
MURRAY.
Williams n at Rich Hill last Wednesday
era
Elevator
A
Mill
Co.
announces tbe opening to take place on guilty of the contributory negligence in go Wanarnaker. of Akron, and C. G.Snow, of sentenced by Judge Wickham Wednesday united and placed an excellent ticket in the
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this city. The funeral services were held to serve three months in the county jail
Wednesday, March I7th, wh$n he will have
yearB of of age and was widely known. His
Corn..................................................
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The convention was held last Saturday
on display a bright, new stock of wall any more thkn If be haiTgohe there to pick SatQ’day af ei'noon an interment was made and to p»y a fine of $50.
8ncceasors to F. F. Ward A Co., 102 South
Oata..................................................
14
death was very sudden and unexpected as
and was the largest gathering of the kind
paper, carpets, rugs, mattings, Ac. Doubt up coal, jhe judgment of the Common in Ada.
Taylor’eDiadenc Flour................... $1 35 Main Street.
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he was seen ou our streets as late as Mon
Pleaa coUrt was in Tavor ot Robinaon for
that
ever
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in
Howard
township,
less on this occasion, ss on former similar
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Best Flour....................... 1 25
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HUXTEKday. Funeral services were conducted
the full amount of hit claim, and the Cir
over one hundred persons being present.
one?, there will be a large of attendance
Bran, psr ton................................ I 11.00
Window
Shades
at
Beam
’
e.
Mr?. Minnie Etith Hunter, wife of Dr.
Thuaday at Rich Hill, Rev. Frar.cis officiatcuit cour: sustained this finding
John M. Motz, administrator with the
The work of tbe convention was enthusiShorts, per ton.............................. 11.00 DO YOU
people.
i ig.—Centerburg GazetteThe case - of Clement S. Berry vs. The H. Huuter^died at her home, 820 South will annexed of the estate of Wm. Arm as.ic and harmouiou*, and the ticket nom
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people
of
Knox
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are
invit

8tateof Ohio waa taken up by Judge Pom High street, Columbu*, Ohio, Monday strong, deceased, has brought suit against inated is certaio of election.
— Frank Branegan was arrested by Officer
WANT A HOME?
ed
to
call
at
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Lewis
’
shoe
store,
— Knox County Pomona Grange me« s erine. This ^ras a paterhity case in which morning after a short illness. Her death Elizatie’h Elliott and E L. Ellio’t to re
Woolison late Sunday evening, charged
The ticket is as follows: Justice of the successor to S. T. Vannatta, and get bar
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s
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at
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on
Saturday.
March
20th.
was
the
result
of
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inflammation
of
tbe
Carrie
E
Horton
waa
the
picaecnting
wit
cover $300 due on a promissory note. L. B- Peace, D. H. Lantz: Trustee, L. G. Welker: gains all along the line in shoes and
with raising a disturbance on Gambier
— Oa Thursday. March 11, theC., A. A C. ness. A judgment was rendered in the kidneys. Mrs. Hunter was the daughter of Houck is attorney for plaintiff.
street dt ring the afternoon. He got mixed
Treasurer Henry Smithhislet: Assessor, hoots.
A comfortable home on South Gay I will furnish lot and build
tip with seve.-al colored gemmen’ and pro will sell round trip tickets to Columbus at court below against Berry for $500 and all the late John M. and Louisa Hall, of this
William C- Beeny has brought suit against James Norrick: Constables, C. J. Penhorstreet with bath room, water, gaa and
city.
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born
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24,
1867.
in
this
Family
washing
four
cents
a
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the
costs.
Tbe
costs
aggregated
$522
02,
r.ite
of
one
fare
for
the
round
trip.
ceeded to give a correct imitation of scenes
Wm L. Carey, Jr, administrator of Jos wood and John Lantz.
and complete a house ac
rough dried, or eight cents a pound grates, for rent or sale.
which included the costs created by Miss city, and was therefore almost 30 years of eph B-eny, der»ased, to recover $2,672.96
about the lighteis' training quarters in
Judge Irvine, of this city, was present, irongd, at the White Star Laundry.
The Buukeve Co.
— The time of the Democratic primarus
cording to specifications to
Carson City. Oa Monday morning Jim in Morris township is on Thursday, March Horton made upon two continuance?. age at the time of her death. For eight for service! io caring for defendant during and addressed the convention.
suit
purchaser, ou monthly
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relieved
.from
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in
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Until
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a
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of
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S;mmons swore to a warrant charging him 18, from 2 to 4 p. nu, in tha township
his life time. F. V. Owen is attorney for
$10 Dinner Sets 100 pieces for fG.50 at per cent, on all fancy china and cut
payments.
with assault at d battery, and the Mayor house, when a township ticket will be put the costa that arose fmm tha continuances public schools of this city, her last labors pla intiff.
Frank L. Beam’s.
A Postmistress for Forty Years.
being In the Central building, although
glass at Frank L. Beam’s.
fined him five and costs
in nomination. aid wished to apply $200 of the judgment
The Wooster Jacksonian says: Mrs.
she
had
taught
at
different
times
in
nearly
on
the
costs.
The
teal
question
involved
Investigate this.
— Foste*, the weather prophet, savs the
Money.
L. H. Lewis has purchased the boot
OOIMISSIONBRS' JOVONAL.
Maty Felger, Postmistress at Golden Cor
— Mayor Hunt h«w received a second let was whether the court below had juriedic-, all the buildings in the city. She was mar
next distuib'.nce will reach the Pacific
If you nave money to invest I can and shoe store of S. T. Vannatta, and
ners,
Wayne
county,
has
tendered
her
res
ter from W. H. Fairer, of Mansfield, in tion in assessing all the costs against Berry. ried June 27, 1894, to Dr. H. Hnnter, and
The County Commissioners held their
oast about March II, cron the west of the
you first mortgage loans on Knox will close out the entire stock at less
regard to the location of a boiler shop in The Circuit court held that the Common has since that time lived in Columbus. She regular meeting last week at which time ignation as such which takes effect, we pre secure
county real estate, not only as safe as than one half its value. Everything
‘Rockies country by the close *f ’he 12th,
this city. He stales that there will be a Ph as had such jurisdiction, and lliat is survived by two sisters and one brother^ they took action on several important mai sume, as soon as some one can be found Government bonds, hut at double their goes. Positively no reservation.
great cen ral valleys 13th ti loth, eastern
meeting of citizens in the Mayor’s office therefore i s judgment in the mattercould Gertrude, of this titr, Mrs. Smith, of lers. The question of making certain im who will take the office. Mrs. Felger was rate of interest.
P. B. Chase.
states 15th. The w .rm wave will cross the
IAJJI KER,
Gambier, Gay, High and Main street
this t Wednesday) evening to considir tbe not be attacked- The court below waa sus Cleveland, and John W. Hall, of Kansas provements in theconnty jail came up and appointed in March, 1857, during the ad
west of the Rockies country about 11th,
The place to have fine work done is houses for rent or sale.
tained. In another case growing cut of City, Mo The remains were brought to all action was indefinitely postponed. It ministration of James Buchanan, past forty
great central valleys 13th, eastern states matter.
The Buckeye C».
years ago. She has made a most acceptable the White Star Laundry.
— Officer Plummer arrested HarryGrego tilts action, which embraced a motion for thia city Tuesday noon and ‘aken to the was proposed to replace the old cells on the
15th. The cool wave will cross the west of
official, and it is a matter of much regret
home
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first
tloor
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modern
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a
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appeal
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Rockies count y ah nit Kill, great central ry Sunday evening for refusing to mov^ on
class house on Gambier street
that she has resigned. There are few, if
Choice Centerburg and Akron prop forFirst
valleys Kith, eastern states 18:h.
ALL KINDS OF BUILDING
when ordered to do so. at the Gay street M. the Common Pleas court was ordered dis where tbe funeral services were conducted architect had submitted plans. But in any, who served in office a longer continu
rent April 1st, bow occupied by W.
erty
to
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for
Mt.
Vernon
prop

Wednesday afternoon by Rev. Endly. after view ot tbe remonstrance filed against the
missed, and judgment affirmed.
H. Pratt, with bath room, water closet,
— Thieves forced an entrance Io the resi- E. church. Mayor Hunt instructed his
erty.
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Co.
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than
Mrs.
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and
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do
MATERIAL.
Judge Douglas rendered the decision in which interment was made in Mound proposed change, it was decided to let tbe
heater and two lots and stable. Call on
" deuce of Frauk I. Fairchild on East G am man to break up the practice of loafers and the case of Edward O. Arnold against Wil View.
doubt the oldest (oatmistress in the United
matter
rest
without
any
action.
Lewis
G.
W.
B
i
sk
.
309-311 West (Jarubier Street.
1,000 Window Shades 3 feet wide, •>
bier street about three o’clock Sunday rowdies gathering about the church en liam Balmer. Tbe question presented war
Lane, the architect, wss allowed $150 for States.”
feet long, mounted on spring rollers at
STEIXMETZ.
in irning and got «w»y with asmall am* tint trances and in hallways of other public the priority of chaUel mortgages as between
his services in drawing up the plans.
House keepers, go to Beam’s for
Frank L. Beam’e.
Mr. J. 8- Steinmetz, who lives just south
of booty. They prini a bay window on tl e building?, and when young (oegory was Mr. Arnold and'G. W. and A. D. Bunn.
Call Your Primaries.
dishes and house furnishing goods.
The viewers reported favorably to opsnordered
to
move
on
he
refused
to
do
so.
He
first floor and once inside recund a gold
Rogers <fe Bros., silver plated ware
The judgment below was in favor of tbe of towtff received word on Friday of the ing a county road in Brown township, the
Democratic township committeemen
headed cane, some g< Id candrlah-a and was fired )1 and costs by the Mayor.
Small Loans on Personal Property.
Bunn m-irtgsge, and thia judgment was death at Marysville of bis sister-in-law, petition was given two public readings and should bear in mind that all nominations the Wm. Rogers M’Pg. Co., silver plated
Mrs. Sarah Jane Steinmetz, relict of Cor- | final action postponed until March 13 in
ware at Beam’s. You can take your
about three dollars in change. Then they
— The Mayor hrs iuned orders to polire affirmed.
We w*ill undertake to negotiate loans
went to the dini-g room and nude a meal to enforce the ordinance regulating loafers
in small amounts, $•'» to $25, on person
In the cose of M J. Davis vs. Clark Ir nslius Steinmetz. Mrs Steinmetz's maiden order to give tbe Commissioners time to in- fjr the April election must be certified to choice, both makes guaranteed.
ani departed. The metier was lejorted to on tbe streets, at churches, and at the opera vine, which bad been' decided in favor of 1 name was Crotinger, and she was born and vestiga'e certain matters concerning the the County Board of Elections not later than
al or chattel security. Larger amounts
Corn Meal.
on first mortgage real estate security,
the pxice, but io vl w could he f.,uud.
bouse, and also the ordinance to regulate Irvine in theCommon Pleas cmri, involved rxised in tiiis county. Twenty- line years road.
March 20. The last day for the filing comes
10 pound sack kiln dried belted rate 6 per cent, untii due; 8 per cent,
removed with her husband t° MatysA petition was received and filed signed on the 21st. but inasmuch as that date falls
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over the Mohican at tbe Butler ford, one on Saturday. Tbe convention for Mt. Ver change for Mt. Vernon property.
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The case of A. B. Errett against the Etna week and found everything in proper shape. *
ticulars.
fast year.
Mt. Vernon Telephone Co's- plant.
things as seen in Mt. Vernon.
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BIRD INTHEHANDADAGE
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Wall Paper,
Mattings,
Carpets,
Rugs,

E. O. Arnold.
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SA'B, D001S and MOULDING.
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DiamondDyes

CRAFT &

In the vote nt Portsmouth on the ques

F4AOAP1DR

tion of electing a Police Jin1 go at the
spring election the proposition Has de Of Colonel Archie Hay, Jiui Aucc(pil

feated by a vote of 267 for—‘.K)8 Against.
ed to the English House
In the First and Fifh "ads every
of Ixirdn.
voter was taken into the voting place iu
[London Letter.]
a skiff and landed at the stairway lead
The new Earl of Kinnoul, who by
ing to the second floor, where the ballet
Ikwcr were placet!.
the death of his blind octogennrian
----------- > ------------ —■
father ban just been elevated to the
The Fountain of Youth.
House of Ix>rds, hardly can he rogarded
We all rem cm bet in the light of an acquisition to the
the story of Ponce rhamlier of hereditary legislators of the
de Leon seeking
' the fountain of British Empire. His redord is exceed
eternal youth; und ingly unsavory, and he has behind him
wr all sympathize
with him in his antecedents of so questionable a char
search.
Youth acter, not only in Europe and in Egypt,
means so much. It
means more than but also in the United States, that he
life—for sometimes deserves to he classed Among the very
life becomes a
weariness. Hut black sheep of the English aristocracy.
youth — with
In America he was known as Colonel
its abounding
I health and vigor, “Archie” Fittroy Hay, and spent consid
elastic step,
'glowing cheeks, erable time at New York, Newport and
and sparkling I^nox with a blonde woman whom he
eyes — we all passed off as his wife, and who was in
covet genu
ine youth.
troduced everywhere and extensively en
The weak
ness or dis tertained as such. His social career in
ease which the United States was brought to a sud
ages people den termination by the discovery that
before their
time, is not the result of accumulated years his companion was the wife of one of his
it is the effect of wrong living and unhealth) regimental comrades, a Captain Hope,
blood. When the blood is pure and frest
of the “Black Watch.”
the body will be full of youth.
Thousands of people who seemed to have
The real Mrs. Hay, now Countess of
lost their youth by disease and suffering
Kinnoul, had been left at home, and in
have found it again through the use of Ik
Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery, the deed has been separated from her hus
most perfectly natural and scientific rejuvenator of the physical forces ever known to band ever since a few da> s after mar
medical science.
It gives the blood making organs power to riage.
make new blood, full of the life giving red
From America Mrs. Hope and "Archie”
corpuscles which drive out disease, build Hay made their way to Egypt, subsisting
up fresh tissue, solid muscular flesh, and
healthy nerve force. It gives constitutional almost entirely on funds obtained by
power, deep and full and strong; rounds
means of the sale of the jewels which
out hollow cheeks and emaciated forms
gives plumpness, color and animation
Mrs. Hope had inherited from her
It does not make flabby fat like cod liver
oil. On this account, it is a perfect tonic mother. In Egypt Hay, who meawhile
for corpulent people.
had been forced to quit the army, suc
It aids digestion and the natural action of
the liver, and by feeding the nerves with ceeded in obtaining a post of Inspector
highly vitalized blood banishes nervous of the Egyptian police, then in process
ness. neuralgia and insomnia.
Where a constipated condition exists, the of organization by Valentine Baker
“ Discovery ” should be used in conjunction Pasha, of railroad carriage fame. Inas
with Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets, which are
the most perfect, mild and natural laxative much, however, as Mrs. Hope had no
in the world. There is nothing else "just longer any ready money or jewelry left,
as good.” There is nothing that will do the
work so thoroughly, surely and comfortably. having exhausted all her available r sources iu his liehalf, “Archie” soon
Fred Ki?| e.t, a well-known harness turned her adrift. After sinking from
maker of Marietta, Accidently fell over
an embankment and broke his jaw in one dogredation to another into the very
two place*, rendering hint speechlee-'. gutter, she finally was rescued by one of
His injury is serious, and he will be un- her brothers, an officer of the Drag<>oii
able to articulate for a long time.
Guards, and is now living in Paris on
That Hood’s Sarsaparilla purifies the the small annutiy left to her by her
the blood and relieves a vast amount father, the old Scotch millionaire Fletch
of suffering is not a theory but a well
er, who made his vast wealth in the
known fact.
South Amereian trade.
A rabbit, chased bv a dog at Jasper.
Fla., ran into a gopher hole, followed by
a tame Otter.
the dog, and a rattlesnake killed hot!)
of them.
How Tommy Revenged Himself on a

SUPERSTITION

Wounded and
(Paralyzed
AN OLD VETERAN OF THE WAR AFTER
YEARS OF SUFFERING HAS A SHOCK
OF PARALYSIS.
From the Freaa, l'tica, If. Y.
Mr. David O. Talbot is a well-known ami saw so much said about Dr. Williams’ Pink
respected citizen of Otsego Comity, New Pills for Pale People in the newspapers, and
York, residing at Edmeston, who ihree years that they were good for paralytics, that I
ago had a stroke of paralyse, which he al- determined to try them. This 1 did just
tributes to the effects of a wound received oil one year and four months ago. I strictly folthe 16th of June. 1864, before Petersburg, lowed directions and felt better within
Va., while serving with the New York week. 1 am not the same man I was when
I began to take Dr. Williams’ medicine.
Heavy Artillery.
The following is bis own account of his My old comrade Norton, who was in ihe
same
company and regiment with me, and
illness and convalescence, which will he
was a grievous sufferer from general nervous
found interesting:
EPXBBTOX, N. Y., A ng. 31, 1896. debilitv, nt my recommendation has taken
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills and they have
“On tho fifth day of December, 185*3, I helped
him wonderfully.
was taken with u paralytic shock, which af
" I certify on honor that the ubove state
fected tho whole of the left side, and I could ment
is true in every particular.
not speak for three weeks. 1 was confined
(Signed)
David C. Talbot.”
to my bed for a long time and condnutly at
Witness
John C. Lappecs.
tended by a physician, though little relief
was experienced.
My stomach and the
Dr. Williams* Pink Pills contain, in a con
muscles of my throat were much affected. densed form, all the elements necessary to
I was wounded iu June, 1864, at Petersburg. give new life and richness to the blood and
Va., having then lost three fingers of my left restore shattered nerves. They are also a
bund, uml that always affected me in a specific for troubles peculiar to females, such
marked degree, my arm often becoming as supnressiojs. irregularities aud all forms
numb. I should slate that on the day I re of weaknes. They build up the blood, and
ceived the stroke, I had two distinct shocks, restore the glow of health to pale and sallow
the first in the morning, which was so light cheeks. In men they effect a radical cure
that the doctor was not at all alarmed, but in all eases arising from mental worry, over
the second nearly finished me up. Ever work or excesses of whatever nature. Pink
since the war 1 had suffered with nervous de Pills are sold in boxes (never in loose bulk)
bility and my condition was very bad wIuhi I at 50 cents a box or six boxes for $2.50, and
was attacked.
now—
sixty,___________
years old and .may be hail of all druggists, or direct by
------- _ -I am
—----hardly dared
dare ‘ look for anything approaching mail from Dr. Williams* Medicine Company,
good health after iny life of suffering, hut I Schenectady, N. Y.
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Rr^ardtng Blue Gums Among Hie
Nrgtoi-H of the South.
[Wasliing’on St«r ]

WHIT IS PAINE’S CELERY COMPOUND?

* While down in South Carolina re
Paine's celery compound is the one dered liver and kidneys, mental de- ach or liver by distress in those organs, of debility and impoverishment as rheucently,” said a naval officer, “I found remedy that can be trusted to mahe a pression, hysteria and kindred troubles. Whenever iangour or pain attack tbe mutism, neuralgia, headaches and s'cepthat the colored folks acre tcniblv person well.
' ar« recognized and dealt.with by Paine's body there is no question as to the u - bwiCAS. This gnat invigorator not
worked up in consequence t»f the wan
It shqis the drain on the nervous ays- celc.y compound, in a radical audscien- gent need of strengthen auJ restoring only cures these disease*; but by build
derings of a blue gum negro, whose bite tem; dispels harmful humors from the tific manner that embodies tbe most ad- tbe health by Psine’s celery compound. ing up the sysiem prevents their gain
they regarded as even more deadly than blood, and increases its volume and its vanced medical ideas of this last decade Women in tiying occupations, not only ing a l-*i;dnient in ihe l»ody.
When one beats it confidently dcthat of a copperhead snake. The pe- nourishing capacity.
! of the century.
house wiyes, but saleswomen, teachers’ dared by so many well-known and rep.
.
.
...
•
»
I
____
. _ ___
____
culiaiity of this biter was that his gums
men
and1 women everywhere
Its ability to relieve those aiimenta
Paine’s celery compound strengthens book-keepers and others penned up for resentative
were blue and that he famd the great that seem to be peculiary the misfor- : the stomach when it is irritable and in- long hours behind desks and counters that Paine’s celery compound postively
est satisfaction in biting many with lune of wom°n is overwhelmingly ' dined to indigestion, and prevents dye- will find their health and strength great and permanenly cures diseases that at
first glance seem so remote Ironi each
whom he came iu contact. On the 4th proved by the many testimonials from pepsia; it relieves palpitation of the ly improved by the use of Paine’s celery other
as chronic constipation, hysteria
ol January he bit another negro on the ! women ol the highest standing in the heart that results from irregular nerve compound.
aud nervousness, inquiry into thise dis
arm, and on the 25th, three weeks af communities where they live.
supply to that vital organ, and puts new
A soundly nourished nervous system eases shows that their common origin is
a run-down exhausted nervous system
terward, the bitten man died. The s iIts regulating power does away with | life into the entire nervous system,
aud a rich, pure blood supply brought and vitiated blood, and Paine’s celery
perstition among the blacks is that a “that disheartened feeling.”
I Persons in sound health are not con- about by Paine’s celery compound are compound builds up the one and punbite of a blue guin man is exactly like
The aggravated causes of disor- J tinually reminded of their heart, atom- the best bulwark against such diseases fiis and strengthens the other.
that of a rabid dog, and causes death by
“Prajlnit John”
rabies or hydrophobia. The physicians
Simple Cnre tor Chilblains.
AinilMSTKtTOK'S XUTICE.
[Kanaaa City Star ]
[Washington Star ]
who made the post-mortem reported,
OTICE lit hercbv given that the underAJAX TABLETS POSITIVELY CURE
Out in Ellis, Kansas, is an o>d man ;
Kigned ha* been appointed and qualified
“For chilblains, though it may not be
however, that death was caused by
XliArrrow /MaraMV-Fail lag M
AdmlrHHtrator
of the estate of
art.
lnn»Xoncjr,
SloaplMana-a,
etc.,
esaaed
blood poisoning, and that there was professional for me to say so publicly,” who, for many years, has enjoyed, the
by Abaaa or other Cxomsm and Indie
DANIEL PIPES
cration-. They
and
mrrl
sobriquet
of
“
Pray
ing
John.
”
Hie
name
nothing like the symptoms of hydropho said a physician, "the best cure that I
raatora Loat Vitality (a olidoryoon*. anS I late of Knox County. Ohio, deceased, by the
fit a min tar study, bnalna— or marrtaga. Probate Court of said county.
bia iu the case. Notwithstanding this, can now think of is snow. The snow is John Horrigan, and ivery day, rain
Frarenl Inaaoity and Conntuai'tinn if
Febuary aah IM>7.
_____ in tuna. Their usa ahntra iomadinta improreLEE V. PIPES.
or
shine,
winter
and
summer,
in
sickness
meat and eBerta a ("T7KE where ail other fail Inthere were parties of negroes out liunt- can be applied in any way, tither by
Administrator.
•1*1 npon haring the genome Aiaz Tebieta. xTiey
and
in
health,
he
has,
at
the
rising
of
here
eared
tbotiaaad*
and
will
core
yon.
We
eire
a
pos

L.
It
BOVl
walking
in
the
barefoot,
as
I
did
as
a
for the blue gum man, like the par
Aftornev
for
Administrator.
itive written guarantee to eflect a core Cfl PT^ *“
or refund the money. Price VU W I Wiper
ties who occasionally go out hunting for last resort, or to apply the enow to the the sdn and the going down thereof,
or »ix pkava (foil treatment) for (2.80. By
',ce. Circular
a mad dog, and they w’ere determined feet in a foot tub or otherwise. What is knelt on the open prairie and prayed. I SaiUo'iplain wrapper. ni»nn receipt of pric
bevrlM., ,■ ‘t,
AJAX REMEDY CO.. t hbag*.
I IL
needed is to get a good quantity of snow The place where he prays has been wolm
to kill him if they caught him.”
For «ale in Mt. Vernon.Oh |o, by Ed. Dever,
directly to the feet. My experience has hard and smooth by his knees. Il is ; druggist.
Queer Sulciilea
l>een that the feet should remain iu con not within the memory of the oldest
[L ii'don M«il ]
tact with the »now. for at least five or ten inhabitant that “Praying John” ever I
Recently we told of the most remark
minutes. There is no danger from missed his devotion. He is held in '
able suicide ever knowu. Here are a
catching cold if the snow loot bath is great respect by his neighbors l<ecause
few curious instances of the kind, al used in a warm room. There are all of his sincerity and his consistent piety.
most as strange in their way as the one kinds of remedies for chilblains, of Observant travelers, passing through
previously spoken of. Jeremiah Clark, course, nearly all of them good, but Ellis on the trains, have seen the old
organist of St. Paul’s London, entered a snow is a cure in itself, not a remedy. man kneeling in the snow with his gray '
There tn iy be cases where it may f.ii',
field, intending to hang or drown him but I have never *-xperienced any.”
.TO THE.
head hared and wondered at it.
self. He tossed a penny to decide. It
stuck sideways in the mud. lie went
home and shot himself. An English
subaltern described f»r the sake of sci
ence his sensHlious in suffocating for
omsoN
one hour and five minutes. A French
man dug a trench and starved himself
to death in the same cause. The six
teenth day he cessed writing, the seven
The after-dinner task of dish washing loses "cj
its terrors, and all household cleaning is
teenth he was found and the eighteenth
DRUGGISTS
accomplished quickly and easily by the use ®f
he died. Aiiotlu r Fr» nchman tied him
self to an enormous rocket and went up
MT. VERNON,
OHIO,
to glory in great style. An heroic sui
eae wav Tieoeve see eouo
cide was that of a young soldier at the
At 11 Cents a Mile
battle of Ross. He had l»een desperate
Sell all the Fatenl vied I clues
ly wounded and been surrounded by
Advertised In thia I’ager.
his comrades. “Fly, or you will l»e
ov
captured,” he urged. They would not.
Thereupon he drew bis own pistol am
Largest package—greatest economy.
killed himself.

MADE ME A MAN)J

k

At 1’earl street crossing, in Miamis»urg, Train No. 23 on the Big Four,
I’llt>l,urg<r Ha* Just Finished (tie ■‘truck a wagon in which was seated
Harry \V» idel, 10years old, son of Isaac
Round Trip to the Pacific Coast.
vVcidel. Weide! received wounds in his
[Pittsburg Unpaid).]
which resulted in his death A few
George Schilling, the one-armed nt’ - nead.
houis later.
lete, who lift I itPburg laet April 20 to
walk to San Francisco and back, re
A Household Necessity.
turned yesterday two days ahead tf Cascarets Candy Cathartic, the most won
time. He left on a wager tba’ he could derful medical discovery of the age, pleas
ant and refreshing to the taste, act gently
walk the entire journey in 10 months and
positively cn kidneys, liver and bowels,
and return with $3,000, and not beg a cleausing the entire system, dispel colds,
cure headache, fever, habitual constipa
cent on the road. While he landed tion and biliousness. Please buy and try a
ahead of the time, he was nearly $200 box of C. C. C. to-day; 10, 25, 50 cents. Sold
and guarantee*! to cure by all druggists.
short of the money guaranteed.
The wonderful pedestrian crossed the
Curley Williams, a property man
Smithfield street bridge yesterday after aith the stranded J. H. Gibson Winter
wiw xrr. sttd at Lexington ms a
noon at 3 o’ebrek, and there was a tre Circus,
suspect, and the police claim, after sev
mendous crowd to greet him. He bad ersl hours in the tly cell, he confessed to
a weary look to pay the least. He is n having held up and robbed T< m Quig
THE N K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
powerfully built young man, and then ley.
Lordly Bulldog.
A
remarkable
case
of
the
recovery
of
Philadelphia.
8L
Louis,
New York,
Boston,
Chicago,
Tommy, the tame otter, was caught is no doubt about his hones’yin the per Don't Tobacco Spit and Smoke Tonr Life speech and hearing is reported iu the
A way.
on the Sauble, in Northern Michigan, formance of the feat. His looks Ik- If you want to quit
tobacco using easily T/tnd »n Lancet from Ihe canton of Tic
KESOLtTKH.
and owned by a salixin keeper at Gray- token «»| lots of hnrddiipsand bis tales t f and forever, be made well, strong, magnetic, ino. in Switzerlmid. An Italian, aged
Follows Another—Read and
SHERIFF’ SALE.
ling. He was a great pet with the v:l- J Ibc trials and tribulations gone throng) full of new life and vigor, take No-To-Bac, 41 yearn , who five years ago became a
Keep Posted.
the wonder-worker that makes weak men •leaf mute in consequence of a curious
To
Improve
certain
Streets
Therein
Named.
James W. Davis, Guardian of Harriet
lage people, and visited the kitchens of, during his remarkable walk fully corn strong. Many gain ten pounds in ten days
Davis,
The advance in medical science is that quiet little burg with a constantly spond with his general appearance. To Over 400,000 cured. Buy No-To-Bac from disease, whs startled by the sudden ap
HEREAS a petition signed by the own
va.
your own druggist, who will guarantee a pearance of a runaw ay horse. As he W ers of more than two-thiras by the
greater than in any other branch. The increasing regularity. His regular beat be sure he is positive that he will never cure. Booklet and sample mailed free. Ad. jumped aside to avoid the animal foot front of the property bounding and
John M. Frizzell et al.
Knox
Common
Pleas.
abutting
on
the
portions
of
the
streets,
ave

discovery of the X rays and the finding up aud down the Sauble for a distance attempt such a very fool it li performance Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or New York. he uttered a loud scream, and after it nues ana boulevard hereinafter designated
virtue of an order of sale issued out of
RY the
Court of Common Pleas of Knox
had
gone
by
found
that
he
was
able
to
has
heretofore
been
presented
to
this
Coun*
of malaria in the blood by analysis are
of three or four miles Afforded him again.
cil praying for the Improvement of said countv. Ohio, and to me directed. I will offer
talk and hear.
Went Broke On a Stage Fairy.
the most recent discoveries, but not the
portion's of said streets, avenues and boule tor sale at the door of the Court House. In
During a conversation last evening he
abundant opportunity for fishing and
vard in the manner hereinafter set forth. Mt. Vernon. Knox county, on
[L union Cor. Philadelphia Press.]
greateut by any means. The discovery hunting. In town he was a great friend said: “The journey is a fearful one,and
Now, therefore.
Saturday, the -W day
April, 1X97,
Extravagance,
especially
in
connec

Be it resolved bv the Council of the city
of a remedy ot inedcine that will instant with every dog and cat in the village. had I known that I would have had to
of Mt. Vernon. Ohio. That it Is hereby de Between the hours of I p. m. and 3 p. m., of
tion
with
a
fair
society
woman
now
con

said
day.
the
following
described
lands and
ly bring relief to almost any lorm of Ho would play with them on the streeU encounter what I have gone through
clared necessary to improve all that portion
of the following streets and avenues lying tenements, situate in Knox county, Ohio, toHERE IS
disease we think is beyond conception. for hours at a time. Once in a great' since I left Pittsburg, I am sure that I nected with the 8tage,is the original cause
wit:
wholly within the C. 4G. Cooper companv’g
The undivided one-eighth part of the
Park addition and Rogers’s Northern addi
A remedy that does not require hours while some cat would offend Tommy, I would have been certain that I coul.l of the most sensational sale by public
ONLY ONEI tion
to the city of Mt. Vernon. Ohio, to-wit: south-east quarter of section twenty-five,
township eight, and range eleven. In said
auction of all the magnificent collection
Adams
street.
Jefferson
street.
Harrison
and hours of patience and pain before
SURE WAY| street. Elm street. Lincoln street. Cherry countv and state, containing one hundred
and then the scene would be changed not have survived. At times my suffer of old and modern silver plate lielongrelief comes has been discovered Pooh!
street. Fountain street. Olive street. Burgess and sixty acres, more or less.
a like undivided one-eighth Interest
instantly. Tommy would grab the cat ings have betn intense, and I have laid ing to trie Earl of Rosslyn. The sale
known to medical I f street. Walnut street. Sugar street and inAlso
you say. Would you have believed
a strip five rods wide off of the south side
{
Greenwood avenue: also all that portion of
me
down
expecting
to
never
rise
again.
men
for
prompt-1
time than it takes to tell it the cat
of the north-east quarter of section twenty:
the
following
boulevard,
streets
and
ave

was
regarded
in
Europe
as
ol
sufficient
lew year.) ago that the telephone is such
ly checking! nues lving wholly within the C 4 O. Cooper five. township eight, and range eleven, in
by the back, and in much less My dog was always so faithful that I importance to attract purchasers from
of year .. .. troubles of the! 1 company’s Riverside addition to the city of said county and state, containing five and
a great invention as it is? Just so it is
could
not
leave
him,
and
he
w:is
often
Vernon. Ohio, to-wit: Ridgewood ave- twelve hundredths acres; the said interest
and Tommy would be under water in
and re . ;1 Mt.
ail parts of the continent, and included,
when men .. kidnevs
with the great remedy of Lightning Hot
•
.1
nue., ivx
Maplewood
v w x.rv?u ittvnuVi
avenue.mvu
Arch a<inui.
avenue. Riv- of John M. Frizzell being that which he in
the Sauble, and that was the end of the unable to move a foot. Our journey beside^ rare old Spanish, French, D itch
storing these great i erside boulevard. Adams street. Jefferson herited from his father, Ephriam Frizzell,
Drops, a remedy that stands to-day
and
women
..
organs
to
health
1
street,
Jackson
street.
Elm
street.
Lincoln deceased.
cat. Tommy never bad time to fool through the great drsert was terrible. It and Italian masterpieces of the silver
Appraised at (49a
strength -ind street. Cherrv street. Fountain street, and
without an equal or parallel tor the
Terms of Sale:' Cash.
l . • r .1
’
r Olive street, bv grading to the established
with a cat after it was dead, but he lasted aliout a thousand miles, and al smith’s art, dating back to the fifteenth become weak ‘?that
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS.
IS
by
the
use
ot
grade,
graveling
the
same
fi
inches
deep
and
cure of all stomach and bowel troubles,
Sheriff. Knox County, Ohio.
ened by ..
would hunt up another cat and have his most the only persons we could see were
/O
>8 feet wide, ana constructing the necessary
. century, also the Ascot gold cup, the
caused by over eating, indigestion, dys
W. L. McElhoy. Attorney for Plaintiff.
culverts,
drains
and
retaining
walls:
and
to
Chinamen who were working
-rv.
in •
...
play spell out.
Mount Vernon, Ohio. March 3.1W«.
the weath
further improve said Riverside boulevard.
,
. on the, Thousand
Guineas cup and, a quantity
pepsia. Relief comes so quickly you
Arch avenue. Maplewood avenue. Ridgewood
Dogs
Tommy
liked,
and he spent all railroad. Their only food was rice and of other sporting trophies, won on the er, and run
— ’
t. Bi
avenue. Sugar street. Walnut
street.
Burgess
will be astonished, and the fact that
street, and Greenwood avenue, by placing
of the time playing with them that be tea, and that’s all I got to eat for many turf by the horses of the late Earl and
It has stood the small shade trees on both sides thereof.
leaves no bail results is the best of it
down gener
a Ling aud weary day. The sand was
could
find
dogs
willing
to
put
up
fun
for
The cost and expense of said improvement, Notice of Taking Depositions.
test of time; it has except
of hia son and successor. In all, the
The action of Lightning Hot Drops
the one-Hftietb which the Council is
him One day a bulldog happened hot to walk on and (he dog’s feet became collection thus disposed of amounted to ally......... The
saved thousands of compelled
bv law to collect by general taxa
marveloi’.s.yet harmless, and you will be
in the case of Alice E. Ash
in tbe city, shall be assessed per front OEPOSITIONS
along when Tommy was playing with so sore that he could not walk. I wag some 20,000 ounces, the mere weight of first parts that lives; it has restor tion
lock vs. George W. Ash lock. Court of
foot
upon
the
lots and lands abuttfng there Common
surprised to know how many different
Pleas.
Knox
Co., O., will be taken
ed
millions
of
suf

on.
some of his home dog talent, and the really so eager to accomplish what I had the metal, however, in no sense convey the weather
plaintiff at the ofllce of G- W. Gwin, in
kinds ofailment you will find it good
ferers to health; And the City Clerk is hereby directed to bv
the town of Altemont. Effingham Co.. I1L, on
bulldog, not familiar with the Grayling started out to do that I one time made I :ng any notion of the artistic value of affects are the it has done what cause this resolution to be published for 2 the
iwth day of March. 189T. between 8 o'clock
for, and if you once use it you will have
weeks in a newspaper published
m. and 0 o'clock p. m.; and said examina
pet, picked Tommy up and nearly kil up my mind to leave my dog. He the objects sold. Lord Roedyn likewise kidneys. The was never done, consecutive
and of general circulation in the corpora a.
no oeeasion to keep a cupboard full of
tion
mav be adjourned from day to day
never attempted tion, and the City Marshal is hereby appoint
led him before be could be chocked off. could not walk, and as I left him he has been forced to sell his yacht and his urea
not before; it has made ed to serve notice of the passage of tnfs res thereafter.
different kinds of bottles, for Lightning
Feb. 24, 1897.
olution upon the owners of property abut
Tommy soon got over his scrap, and made the most heartrending appeal to racing stable, as well as to let his coun
S. R. GOTSHALL.
Hot drops will do tlie work of plasters
thrown off, men stronger and ting upon said improvements who are resi
Attorney for Plaintiff.
was on the lookout constantly for the me that I broke down also. I went try seat, and now must bitterly regret
healthier; it has dents of Knox countv, Ohio, as Is provided
pills, ointments, tonics, etc., and save
but
is
forced
by
law.
made „ women Passed March 1,1KT.
bulldog. One day the bulldog came to back to him and resolved to never part the money which he lavirhed on the
you lots of money, for it costs only 25c
back upon the brighter and hap P. B. CHASE.
W. P. BOGARDUS.
town again, and right in the middle of from him except he died. I got a wood “Lily.”
City Clerk.
President.
pier; .. it stands
and the 50c size holds 2] times as much
A. Jt C. Excursions.
lungs, and dis alone in all these
the village he met a dog with a chip on board and tied him to it, and slid him
HOMESKIKEBS* KXCCASIOX TICKVn.
as the 25c size, and it is sold with the
SUN NEVER SETS
his shoulder, and the fun began. Just along the rail of the railroad. He re
Assignee'i* Not tee.
ease results qualities. Do you
On February 15 and 18, March 1,1, 15
postive understanding that if it gives no
not think it would T^'otice Is hereby given that the undersignas the fight was well under way Tommy covered, and he is all right now. But
—
caused
by
ed has been duly apppointed and quali and 16, April 5,0 19 and 20, May S, 4, 17
be wise for you to
relief your druggist will give your money
the
Durlnga
Portion
of
the
Year
on
as assignee in "trust for the benefit of and 18, 1897, Honieaeeksra' excursion tick
put in his appearance, and while the let no person tell me that there is no
weakness of use it and thus fied
back. Made by Herb Medicine Co
creditors of
United State* Possession.
avoid the dangers theALVIN
town dog held the bulldog down to busi humanity in a dog, for this animal when
et* will be sold by tbs Cleveland, Akron A
H. HUPP and ADELLA HUPP,
only, Springfield, O.
It has been E inland’s unique boast the kidneys. of the season ? In
Columbus railway, to nearly avary poinl
ness Tommy nearly ate him up. He he was sick was always afraid (hat I
of Knox County. Ohio, by the Probate Court in ihs Weat, North and Northwest. 8 utb
Lur^c 1 - <t,c. or new style.
sist upon having it. of said county.
would rip great mouthfuls of flesh out would leave him, and I believe he used that the sun never sets on her empire
An aggregate of of 1,303 bushels
and Southwest at rates of about one fare for
March 2. l'fltf.
There is a period in the year, from
J. G. CROTINGER.
the round trip.
Parties contain plating a
five and a half days is a corn-husking of him, and pull and lug him about till to try to talk to me.”
Assignee.
trip will do well to aee or writs lo any C.,
record of which Willie and Alva Jones he had about killed the dog, when the
Schilling says that his treatment in June Ito July 12, when the Ian 1 of
Hugh Neal. Attorney.
A. & C railway agent for rate* of fare, lim
Elliot County, Kentucky, are boasting
San Franciso was very good, but in Den America’s great republic enjoys an
its of ticket! and full information.
town boys took Tommy off.
I
equal
distinction.
The
United
States
Before
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Irving
March April May
OXX-WAV SOTLEBS’ BATES.
It would be hard to make a Grayling ver, Kansas, Cincinnati and a tew other
The
contract
for
erecting
the
Masonic
were
made
man
aud
wife
at
Stephens,
Oq tha first and third Mondays and
Are the months in which to give es man believe that an otter had not a first- cities he was not treated well at all. He Coast and Geodetic Survey has estimat near Columbia,Mo.,the groom made the Temple at Washington C. H., has been
pecial attention to the condition of phy class memory for matter and things. has worn out 22 pairs of shoes. He in 1 ed that at Point Btrrow, the northern bride solemny promise nt the altar that awarded to Captain 1’ickenug, a local Tueedaya in each oalendar month until
sical health. Ifyou pass safely through Tommy knew all of the fishermeu up tends to take a rest for a week or two most point of Alaska, there is coutinu she woul 1 never wear bloomers or ride contractor, for $27,834, and work on the May 18, 1897, inclusive, the Cleveland, Akfor 84 days in the year, a bicycle, aud now she will want t ? do building will be commenced as soon as n n A Columbus railway will eall ona-wiy
these months and find yourself strong and down the river, and was always and then make an attempt to break the 0118
settler's ticket* »t very low rates to nearly
the weather will permit.
world
’
s
record
for
24
hours
’
walking.
f
‘
oni
10
,o
August”,approximately both.
and vigorous on the arrival of warmer ready for a fishing trip when an oppor
every point in the South, Southeast nr
[
and
that
from
about
June
1
to
July
12.
Southwest. Any person contemplating lo
weather,you may reasonably expect that tunity offered. He could catch more
Poverty of Great Writers
eating in the southern country will do well
in each year, the sun rises on one dsy
you will l>e well in summer. Now is the fish than all the town fishermen put to
to write lo or e>e any C., A. AC. railway
If tradition may be tiuetfd, Homer at WfstQuoddy Headlight, Maine (lat
agent, who will cheerfully give rates of
time to take Hood's Sarsaparilla,because gether, and when he was one of the begged bis way from town to town.
fare, limits of tickets and all other informa
now is the time when the blood must be party and had got alt that he wanted to Dante wrote the “Inferno” when he 44 degrees, 48 minutes, 55 seconds
tion on application with particulars of the
purified, enriched and vitalized, and eat he would catch fish to supply the had to eat “the bitter bread of stranp. N.; long. 66 degrees, 57 minutes, 04
trip desired
because Hood's Sarsaparilla is the only whole crowd. One day he broke his era.” Cervantes wrote “Don Quixote” seconds, W.) before it ha9 set the pre
true blood purifier prominently in the record and landed a big trout that when he was a half starved prisoner, ceding evening at Cape Wrange’l, Alten
public eye today. Hood’s Sarsa weighed nearly three pounds. When as Buryan did the “Piligrim’s Progress” Island, Alaska (Ixt 52 degrees, 59 min
PRIHBSMtl S il. CARBS.
parilla has power to make you healthy the party moved they would take Tom Camoens practically starved to death. utes, N; I »ng. 37 degree®, W.) Thi
and guard Against disease.
my into the boat, and he wouid curl up Tasso was so poor that he could not for a part cf the year, at least, England
is not alone in her proud l>oast.
under the ssat, but when the boat stop
W. E. GRANT,
While cutting stove wood at his home ped he was out and in the water like a afford candles to write by at night.
Corneille died in want of food. Rous4TT0RNEV-AT-LAW.
near ricbmond Ky., Daniel Gerhart
ROYAL CROWNS.
25* SO*
DRUGGISTS
FFICE Room No. 2, Woodward Opera
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^lANDY CATHARTIC

DR. MOTT’S

ZCUievikkS A MA>MVIkL.B >. a.

To individuals on the First Toeeday. and
to parties of *even or mote on the Third
Tuesday of each month, to nearly all
points in the South ; aud on special dates
Excursion Ticket* are aold at a little
more than One Fare for the round trip.
For fnll information write to

The only safe, sure and
reliable Female Pill ever
offered to Ladies. Espe
cially recommended to
married Ladies. Ask for

J1CIS0I SMITH, HIT. Pass. m. ClidiuU, 0.
C. P. AT10RL, Gal Pass,

nt, Lousnlle. li.

T3TX.. MOTT’S

PENNYROYAL PILLS
SENT FREE.

and take no other. Send fob circular.
Price $1.00 per box, 6 boxes for $5.00.

Write for Connty Map of the South to
either of the above named gentlemen,
or to P. 8n> jONxa.Paas. Agent, in charge
ot Immigration, Birmingham, Ala.

DR. MOTTS CHEMICAL CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Hold by Ed. Dever Wea» Side Public Square.

KNOX COUNTY

IULTIHOSB AM» OHIO R. R.

TEACHERS'

TIMS TABLE

EXAMIAATIGAS.

In Effect Jane 30, 1803.

1896-97.

EAST BOUND.

16

Meetings for the Examination of
' Teachers will be held at the

14

rn |p m
(CkrUral Tima.)
Lv Chicago............. 10 I5jt« 05) 7 00
p nj pm
4 53 3 101
Fo*toria.

School Room,

Central Building, Mt. Vernon,

Lv8andu*ky...... ..
f2 40'a m
Lv Manafiald.......... 6 50 4 30 4 33 10 05
“ Mt Vernon........ 7 45 5 47 5 31|11 22

Lv Cincinnati ......

Lv. Newark..........
Ar. Columbus........
“ Zanesville.....
(Kaitam Tima.)
Ar. Wheeling.......

Pittsburgh..........

EXCEPT JAKCAKY AND JULY.

a m

m Pupils’
Examinations
10
m Trr first Saturday of April and May. Ex
15 aminations will commence at 8:30 o'clock a.
m. Address all communications to the
p m Clerx
ot Board of Examiners.
7 22 , 1 12

a ni
8 30 6 40 *6 10 ia
p
7 60 8 25) 2

9 li
am
I 15
7 50

Washington D C 11 55
1 00
4 05

Baltimore.......
Philadelphia...

6 Sit

New York.

The Second Saturday ef Everj Month,

WENT BOUN1Z.
STATIOKO.
7
3

(Eaatem Tima)
p m P m
Ly. Washington DC 8 05 4 20
a m
Lt. Wheeling......... 7 35 10 15
a m
“ Z*udeville........... 9 42 12 29
Ly. Newark.........
10 32 1 so
p m
Ly. Cxjlumhas.......
11 2b
** Cincinnati........ ..
5 40
a m p m
Lv. Mt Yornon...... 11 17 ? JO
p m
Lv Manoflold.......... 12 12 3 36
Ar Sandusky.......... 5 40 5 40
p m
Ly Foetoria.............. 1 54 6 55
r m
Ar Chicago.............. 9 Oq 7 00

11
p
4
a
11
i2
3

16
m
25
m
20
45
55

8
a
6
7
1C
i p
6 52112

15

L. D. Itonebrake, Prest.,

6 30
25
m
35
55
40
m
50

17

p m a ni
* ••• •......

3 45 .......

Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

L. IL Houck, Clerk,
Mt. Vernon. Ohio.

52.50

ALSO DAILY LINE BETWEEN

Via “C. A II. D1XE.*’

Steamers " Jity of Buffalo.” (new)
« 13
7 15 8 20 “State of Ohio” and ‘ State of New York.’’
DAILY TIME TABLE.
4 10 7 15
Sundav Included May 30 to Oct. !L
Lv. Cleveland, ip. m. I Lv? Buffalo 7:3t) p. m.
.........
Ar. Buffalo. 7:30 a. m. | Ar.Cleveland.7;3t»a.ni
8 06 9 10
CENTRAL STANDARD TIME.
Take the “C. A B. Line” steamers and en
9 11 10 24 joy a refreshing night's rest when enroute
12 15 to Buffalo. Niagara Falls. Toronto. NewYork. Boston. Albanv. 1.000 Islands, or any
11 13 ....... Eastern or Canadian" jxiint.
Chvap Excursions To Niagara Falls.
a ni .......
Send 4 cents postage for tourist phampleL
7 00
For further information ask your nearest
Coupon Ticket Agent, or address
'Daily fStopon Signal, t Daily ex. Sunday
W. F. Hehmak.
T. F. Nbwmam.
J. Vsiv Smith, Gen’l Supt.
Gen. Hass. AgL
Gen’l Manager.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Cnas.O. Scfli. Gen’l Pass'r Agent.

all
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TO

Cleveland and Toledo,

CURtCOriSTIPATION

10 4

CLEVELAND
BUFFALO

RENEW
Roid by H

Jtf

LOST

VIGOR

When in doubt what to use lof
Nervous Debility, Loss of Power.
I mpotency,Atrophy.Varicocele and
other weaknesses, from any cause,
use Sexine Pills. Drains checked
and full vigor quickly restored.
If BxgtanrJ. Meh UxvblM re»«it Tatxlly.
Mailed for tl.00;6 boxes >5.00. With
gi.00 orders we give a guarante- io
cure or refund the money. Address
PEAL MEDICINE CO.. Cleveland, L>

GREEN S Drug Store.

Id. cis 1

WEAK, NERVOUS, DISEASED MEN

A

The Celebrated Spefialist, «f the France ledical Institnte, sill be at tbe (I RTIS BOISE AT.
VERSOS, VKHE8I1Y, IAR. 24, lr«n 9 a. n. to 5 p. m. One Duj Only.

A SUCCESSFUL SPECIALIST FOR 20 YEARS.
long•wperleoce, remarkable skill and universal success for tbe past twenty

years in Ohio, entitles him to the full confidence of the afflicted.

DR. FRANCE h*“.’’oAnRrrio.r in. dia»rno*ii‘»r and treating diseases ,and defortT
, ? w
r
™'t,c«aMedical and Surgical diseases. Acute and ChronicCatarrh.
Diaeasesofrtke-Eye. Ear, hove. Throat and Langs. Dyspepsia, Bright’s Disease, Diabetes^
Kidney, Liver. Bladder, Chronic Female and Se-ual l»i«ases speedily cured by treatment
that has never failed iu thousands of cases that had been pronounced beyond hooe It costa
ao more to employ an expert, tbau to risk your life with an inexperienced physician.

G

D

D

CASTORIA

W. A. FRANCE. M. D., President.

L F. YOKE, M. 0., Physician in Charge.
ANH SURGICAL INSTITUTE,
38 $ 40 W. Gay SL, Columbus, 0. One block N. o’ Stele He use. Incorporated '86. Capital. $300,000
?S-ZRAN9Ei°VNcw ^<wk’thc wc11 know,c and successful Specialist in Chronic Diseases
and Diseases of the Eve and Ear, on account of his large practice
Ohio, has established the
FRANCE MEDICAL INSTITUTE, where all forms o: Chronic, Nervous er.d
etiu rmuie Disease*
uioasei tsdl
w,ii be
ne sue.
successhilly treated en tbe most Scientific print,pies. He is ably assis- d byPritUe
a full "?SToTctSia7«
Physicians and Snrgcons, each one Uir - a welt kuowu spec,a':st
his profession.
IMPORTANT TO LADIES.-D*. Fkawce, nt. r
„- •
, ------ ----------- —loly. Want of
years of experience, has discovered the
Energy, Premature Decline or the Manly
greatest cnre know „ for all diseases peculiar
lowers those terrible disorders arising
to the sex. Female diseases positively cured
from ruinous practices of youth, blighting
by a new method. The core is effected by
tbe most radiant hopes, rendering marriage
home treatment. Entirely harmless anil
unhappy, annually sweeping to an untimely
easily applied. Consultation and Correspond
grave, thousands of exalted talent and bril
ence Free end Strictly Confidence!.
liant intellect. A Perfect Restoration GuaraaHe has attained tbe most wonderful
lera. Bring sample of nrine for microscop
success in the treatment of Catarrh. Stomach,
ical examination. Csf Cases and corresKidney, Bladder. Ner-ous. Chronic and Sprcul
|wtndence confidential. Treatment sent C.
diseases of men an., women. After years
_ I>. to any part of (J. S. Book and list of
of experience,1 he, has perfected the most
UO.rjes’.ious.frcc. Address OR. FRANCE.38
infallible method of coring Vital Drain in
W.
Gay Si., Columbus. 0. No money required ol
Urine, Nocturnal Losses, Impaired Mcturesponsible parlies lo commence treatment-

FR.VYC1: A/EDICAL

CONSULTATION FREE AND STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
Curtis House, Mt. Vernon, Wednesday, March 24,

